
    Septembers' 1965 to 1970 - Marine Tanks & Ontos Action

Format Change: One Step Closer to Launching “The Book”

     The original PDF-formatted cuts/pastes from the Tank/Ontos command chronologies
into the Breech Block have been transcribed into Word format and are presented here
in “Times New Roman 12 Font”. Authors’ materials are presented in “Arial 12 font” which is
also required by the Foundation’s editors in order to create an E-Book. For ease of
access for our  Breech Block readers, the documents have also been reformatted into
PDF which is available by direct link from the Breech Block to our web site. 

Before  reading  the  following  “Septembers  in  Vietnam”  be  alerted  that  in  these  re-
formatted  Command  Chronology Abstracts  -  supplemented  and  complemented  with
personal stories and other comments - we have introduced “Marine Corps Amphibious
Operations in the Vietnam War”. Many Marines got a taste of Amphib Ops during their
tour(s) but there were – and are – those who confused the war fought by the Corps as
that of a “Second Land Army”. The Foundation’s treatment of the subject may dispel that
misperception.  Further,  The  Book  will  have  a  chapter  exclusively  dedicated  to  the
Special Landing Force operations including Operation Dagger Thrust and Deckhouse
Ops. We are also planning to devote a chapter to the Korean Marines. Bob Peavey in
his “Praying for Slack” has some interesting comments on this topic.

During  September  1965 1st  Tanks  units  action  was  (to  be)  reported  by  3rd  Tanks
located in Da Nang. That barely happened: case in point, the activities of the 7th Fleet’s
Special Landing Force (SLF) and more specifically the Dagger Thrust Operations. 



The above from 2/1’s September 1965 Command Chronology.

The First DAGGER THRUST Raids - 1965

While off Qui Nhon, the Special Landing Force (SLF) prepared to carry out the first of
the  long-delayed  series  of  amphibious raids  in  support  of  the  MARKET TIME anti-
infiltration  operations.  Since June,  CinCPac,  CinCPacFlt,  Seventh  Fleet  Amphibious
Forces, and MACV had worked out the details of the raids, to be known as DAGGER
THRUST. In accordance with this agreement, the raids were to be quick thrusts by the
SLF into suspected enemy concentration points followed by immediate retraction of the
landing  force.  Established  amphibious  doctrine  dictated  that  the  Navy  amphibious
commander  would  retain  control  of  the  Marine  forces  ashore  since  no  permanent
beachhead was to be established.
     This series of DAGGER THRUST operations was to consist of three raids in rapid
succession on widely dispersed coastal objective areas. After carrying out the first raid
on the Vung Mu Peninsula, 20 miles south of Qui Nhon, the SLF was to strike a second
target 50 miles to the south in the Ben Goi area, 27 miles north of Nha Trang. The third
objective  was  Tarn  Quan,  30  miles  south  of  Quang  Ngai  City.  All  three  DAGGER
THRUST raids were to take place in as brief a period as circumstances permitted. 
     All three DAGGER THRUST raids were disappointing. During DAGGER THRUST I,
the SLF landed over the beach and by helicopter on the morning of 25 September. After
searching the peninsula and finding no sign of the enemy battalion that was supposed
to be there, the Marines re-embarked and sailed for Ben Goi Bay. During DAGGER
THRUST  II,  BLT  2/1  did  not  even  land.  Three  Marine  reconnaissance  teams
accompanied by South Vietnamese UDT personnel went ashore in small boats on the
evening of 27 September.  One team lost radio contact,  but the helicopters found it.
Since none of the teams had reported any enemy and the Marines had lost the element
of surprise, the landing was cancelled. BLT 2/1 did come ashore at Tarn Quan on l
October for DAGGER THRUST III and met some resistance from local guerrillas. The
next day 2/1’s C.O. received orders 'to break contact and withdraw.' 



     The first DAGGER THRUST series was over. With several “lessons learned” and the
concept of amphibious raids validated, a second series of Dagger Thrusts went into
planning.

This article was submitted by (then 2nd Lt.) LtCol Herb Steigleman, USMC(Ret) 

Dagger Thrust Operations – Vietnam September 1965

By LtCol Herb Steigelman, USMC (Ret.)

BLT 2/1* departed California the first week of August, 1965 with 3rd Platoon, Company
B,  1st  Tank  Battalion  attached.  The  platoon  (Platoon  Leader  2Lt  Steigelman)  was
embarked aboard the USS Gunstan Hall (LSD-4). After stopping in Midway for several
hours to refuel the LST it was convoying with, the Gunstan Hall arrived at Red Beach,
Okinawa 30 days later (yes, 30 days later!). The platoon then road-marched to Camp
Hansen and occupied a portion of the 3rd Tank Battalion buildings. The battalion had
already left  for Vietnam.  After a week of scrounging for anything left  behind by 3rd
Tanks, the platoon embarked aboard the USS Point Defiance (LSD-31) and sailed with
the USS Valley Forge as the Special Landing Force (SLF). The Marines called the Point
Defiance the “USS Secured” (i.e., virtually every place on the ship was “secured” and
not accessible to the Marines). We didn’t have the best of relationships initially. 
     The SLF was directed by MACV to make a series of amphibious raids called “Dagger
Thrust Operations” along the coast of South Vietnam to try to keep the VC off balance
as to where any future major landings and subsequent enclaves were to be located.
The  raids  followed  generally  the  same  pattern  with  two  grunt  companies  making
helicopter assaults to establish blocking positions and a third company landing via LVTs
accompanied by the platoon’s heavy section of 3 Tanks embarked in LCU 1495. The
majority of time only the heavy section was landed.  The raids started out slowly and



negative contact was made on the first two. Gradually, we started meeting more and
more resistance. The last raid was actually opposed as the LVTs and LCU were fired on
by 12.7mm machineguns as we came ashore.
     It was probably a good thing that the first raids were easy. On the second landing we
encountered terrain that, while looking solid, was actually a crust over very soft mud. At
one time during the landing all the LVTs but one, all three tanks, a TD-15 dozer and TD-
24 dozer were stuck at the same time. The lone LVT pulled one of the tanks out and we
managed to recover the other two. It took several days to get all  the LVTs out. The
battalion finally had to blow the TD-24 in place.
 

     We would  get  intelligence reports  from the  Navy Seals  as  to  beach gradient,
presence of  pot  holes,  reefs,  etc.  prior  to  making a  landing.  On one raid  the  LCU
dropped the ramp, the Bow Hook tested for depth and waved us off. “Pop” Kelly in B-34
led off and immediately submerged. The only things above the surface of the water was
the tip of the tube’s blast deflector, two antennas, and “Pop’s” head.  The tank stalled -
full of seawater. There was a problem in that L/Cpl Burrell, the driver, could not get his
hatch open and the belly of the tank was on the bottom so the escape hatch wouldn’t
budge. “Pop” managed to get his foot on the hatch lever and pulled opened the driver’s
hatch. He also managed to dismount the .30 cal and swam ashore with it after the crew.
Pop was put in for the Bronze Star but was awarded the Navy Marine Corps Medal
since  he  wasn’t  under  fire.   The  Sea  Bee  platoon  that  was  attached  to  the  BLT
recovered B-34 after a few hours. 
     The BLT then made for Subic Bay in the Philippines to change shipping.  While in
Subic the platoon got an opportunity to go over to Zambolas to do some live firing. We
also used the opportunity to show the grunts what we could do. LtCol Bob Hanafin was
the BLT and 2/1’s commander and dropped in to observe. He was talked into firing “just
one round” to see what it was like and how accurate the 90mm was. Thirty rounds later



he climbed out of the tank a true believer. He made it a point to turn down operations if
he couldn’t employ “his” tanks. 
 

An interesting side note – when we went to Zambolas Sgt (at that time) Bob Embesi, TC
on B-33 had just finished a tour with 3rd Tanks and knew the area well. He said he
could arrange for free chow (lunch and dinner)  and free beer (closely monitored of
course) after we secured firing in the evening. Sounded like a great idea to me. It sure
beat eating C-Rats for five days. All we had to do was give the Filipinos our brass.
When we came back from the field (if you want to call it that) I checked in with the
battalion S-4 and was promptly told where to turn in my brass. When he found out what
happened he went ballistic for a while but once he calmed down a little he just chalked it
up to another dumb “Butter Bar” action and let me out of there with a little of my hide
left. 
     We re-embarked aboard the USS Monticello (LSD-35). During backload another
Butter Bar (Navy Ensign this time) fouled up and we spent an extra two weeks ashore.
Turns out that instead of bringing the stern down to allow the LCM (“Mike”) -8s and the
LCU to swim in to the well deck, he brought the ship down on an even keel and flooded
out all the motor T gear.  We had to offload, change CV boots throughout, and then
backload again.  Since none of our gear was affected we had a little extra R&R. 
     The Monticello was a very friendly ship. Before each landing the mess deck would
produce steak and eggs and the ship would have hotel showers waiting when we got
back.  After a couple of more landings we were on our way to Hong Kong for some
greatly  anticipated  R&R  when  Harvest  Moon  broke  out.   An  infantry  battalion  had



tangled with a VC (or NVA) regiment and was taking a beating. All the grunts in the area
were sorely needed. The 3rd Platoon, together with members of the Ontos and engineer
platoons, became the “1st Provisional Rifle Company”. I was designated CO of that lash
up and we helicoptered in to relieve a grunt company guarding a HOWTAR section on
top of a hill. We flew in with enough machineguns to outfit a regiment.  After a week of
soggy boredom we were flown back out to the ship. No Hong Kong this time though, we
were on our way to Phu Bai to relieve BLT 3/4. 

*Battalion Landing Team, 2nd Battalion, 1st Marine Regiment.
Note: During September 1965 in-country First Tank Units were under the administrative
control (AdCon) and reported on by Third Tanks. For Example, Lt Carl Lemon’s 1st Plt,
Co “B”, 1st Tanks, the float platoon attached to 1/7, participated in Operation Piranha.
See 3rd Tanks CC Abstracts below for the details. 

September 1966 
First Tanks: 
Commanding Officers: Maj's R.E.B. Palmer & J.W. Clayborne 
Executive Officers: Maj's J.W. Clayborne & R.D. McKee 
Operations Officers: Maj R.D. McKee & Capt R.G. McPherson 
Logistics Officers: Maj T.M. Bryant & Capt G.E. Hooker
Location & Operations:
The Battalion CP remains on Hill 43 (BT 515042) within the Chu Lai Combat Base
During the reporting period, Companies A and B remained in direct support of the 5th and 7th 
Marines respectively.  On 1 September 1966 2nd Platoon Company B, and 2nd Platoon 
Company C continued to support the Chu Lai Defense Command.  On 5 September 1966, 3rd 
Platoon Company B replaced 2nd Platoon Company B in direct support of the Chu Lai Defense 
Command.  On 18 September 1966, 1st Platoon Company A replaced 2nd Platoon Company C 
in direct support of the Chu Lai Defense Command.  Company C, with two gun platoons, 
remains with 3rd Marine Division Da Nang TAOR.  On 16 September 1966, a provisional rifle 
platoon and company headquarters provided to the Chu Lai Defense Command on 29 July 
1966, remained with the Chu Lai Defense Command.  On 7 September the provisional company 
headquarters was returned to 1st Tank Battalion.  On 29 September 1966, the provisional rifle 
platoon was returned to 1st Tank Bn from the Chu Lai Defense Command. 
(1) H&S Company

(a) 1-30 September 1966, Chu Lai Combat Base
(2) Company A

(a) 1-30 September 1966, Chu Lai Combat Base in direct support of 5th Marines. 30 
September 1966, 1st Platoon in direct support of the Chu Lai Defense Command.
(3) Company B

(a) 1-30 September 1966, Chu Lai Combat Base in direct support of 7th Marines.  1-
5 September 1966, 2nd Platoon in direct support of the Chu Lai Defense Command.  6-30 

September 1966 3rd Platoon in direct support of the Chu Lai Defense Command.
(4) Company C

(a) 1-30 September 1966, Da Nang TAOR in direct support of 1st marines.  ADCON 
1st Tank Battalion, OPCON 3rd Marine Division.  1-18 September 1966, 2nd Platoon in direct 
support of the Chu Lai Defense Command.



H&S C.O.: Maj J.P. McGill 
Location: Same as Bn CP 

Alan Dance
Lance Corporal

H&S CO, 1st TANK BN, 1st MARDIV, III MAF
United States Marine Corps

New York, New York
October 20, 1947 to September 16, 1966

ALAN DANCE is on the Wall at Panel 10E, Line 100
See the full profile or name rubbing for Alan Dance 

C.O.s Company “A”: Capt's J.C. Greene, Jr & C.R. Brabec 

C.O.s Company “B”: Capt's E.E. Stith & L.E. Cherico 

Robert Paul Santor
Sergeant

B CO, 1st TANK BN, 1st MARDIV, III MAF
United States Marine Corps

Fort Huachuca, Arizona
February 18, 1940 to September 24, 1966

(Incident Date September 16, 1966)
ROBERT P SANTOR is on the Wall at Panel 11E, Line 10
See the full profile or name rubbing for Robert Santor

C.O. Company “C”: Capt F.U. Salas 

September 1967 

First Tanks: 
Commanding Officer: LtCol R.M. Taylor 
Executive Officer: Maj V.J. Gentile 
Operations Officer: Maj R.M. Croll 
Logistics Officer: Maj J.A. SchuyLer
Location & Operations:

a. Company A (-) (Rein) D/S 5th Marines (-)
b. 2nd Plt, Company A OpCon 2nd Battalion, 5th Marines
c. Company B (Rein) D/S 7th Marines
d. Company C D/S 1st Marines

2. Tank Operations.  There were no major operations in which 1st Tank Battalion had a 
direct role.  Several air-reconnaissances were made by Company A personnel in preparation for 
a possible role in Operation Cochise.  Company A units were on call throughout Operation 
Swift, but were never employed.  Companies A, B, and C conducted normal armored patrols, 
participated in numerous small unit sweeps, escorted convoys, provided on call and H&I fires, 
employed their tanks as part of reaction forces throughout the month.

http://www.virtualwall.org/ds/SantorRP01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/ds/SantorRP01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/ds/SantorRP01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dd/DanceAx01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dd/DanceAx01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dd/DanceAx01a.htm


For details of the two cited operations see the Operations Reports below.
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201064083 
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201064076 
H&S C.O.s: Capt R.E. Roemer & Maj P.G. Radke 
Location & Operations Summary: Da Nang (AT 997723) Same as Bn CP.

At 140805H, a tank from the 2nd Platoon, H&S Company, detonated a mine at (AT 
853565).  There was moderate damage to the vehicle with no casualties.
C.O.s Company “A”: Capt's W.J. Britton & R.W. Maddox 
Location and Operations Summary: Tam Ky (BT 132452)

At 061020H, a tank from the 1st Platoon, Company A, detonated an antitank mine at (BT 
105343) resulting in one USMC WIA.  The tank was lightly damaged.

At 271350H, a two truck convoy from Company A was returning from Chu Lai when one 
truck was hit by a command detonated mine of approximately 30 lbs. at (BT 158443) resulting in 
four friendly WIA (non-evac).  A defensive perimeter was formed and a reaction force from the 
5th Marines and Company A, 1st Tank Battalion, was dispatched to the area.  No further contact 
was encountered.
C.O.s Company “B”: Capt's J.C. Winther & R.E. Roemer 
Location and Operations Summary: CP Da Nang (AT 965614)

At 061605, a tank from the 3rd Platoon, Company B detonated a mine at (AT 932624) 
with moderate damaged to the vehicle.  There were 3 USMC WIA (non-evac) and 1 USMC WIA 
(med-evac).

At 070900H, a tank from the Headquarters Platoon, Company B, located at (AT 972588) 
received heavy S/A fire from (AT 972588).  The tank returned 90mm, .50 and .30 cal. Resulting in
7 VC KIA Probable.

At 080001H, a tank from the 3rd Platoon, Company B, detonated a mine at (AT 925667). 
There was light damage to the vehicle with no casualties.

At 130730H, a tank from the 1st Platoon, Company B, located at AT 930517 observed VC
running across a rice paddy at (AT 922504).  The tank fired 90mm resulting in 1 VC KIA 
Confirmed.  

At 201600H, a tank from the 1st Platoon, Company B, located at (AT 878575), was 
requested by infantry to fire at 9 VC located in a treeline at (AT 858546).  The tank fired 90mm 
resulting in 1 VC KIA Confirmed and 1 KC KIA Probable.

At 281730H, a tank from the 1st Platoon, Company B, at AT 878573 was requested by the
infantry to fire upon VC observed digging at AT 843548.  The tank fired its 90mm resulting in 
two VC KIA Confirmed and 8 VC KIA Probable.
C.O.s Company “C”: 1stLt C.E. Obrien & Capt R.D. Gunselman 
Location and Operations Summary: CP Da Nang (BT073660)

At 031035H, a tank from Headquarters Platoon, Company C, on the way to recover a 
submerged vehicle, detonated a mine at (BT 160608).  Moderate damage to the vehicle was 
sustained.  There were no casualties.

At 220725H, a tank from the 3rd Platoon, Company C, detonated a mine at (BT 108645). 
There was light damage to the vehicle with no casualties.

At 061215H, a tank from the 2nd Platoon, Company C, detonated a mine at (BT 100612) 
while on escort duty.  There was moderated damage to the vehicle with no casualties. 

http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201064076
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201064083


At 061500H, a tank from the 2nd Platoon, Company C, located at (BT 095613) spotted a 
mine placed in the road at that position.  When S/A failed to detonated the same, it was blown in 
place.

At 061730H, a tank from the 3rd Platoon, Company C, located at (BT 078632), while 
assisting in a med-evac, observed 3 VC running at (BT 076638).  The tank fired 90mm and found
one VC KIA Confirmed.  

At 161415H, a tank from the 3rd Platoon, Company C, detonated a mine at (BT 092623). 
There was light damage to the vehicle with no casualties. 

At 161611H, a tank from the 2nd Platoon, Company C, while on-route to assist another 
damaged vehicle, detonated a mine at (BT 101611).  There was moderate damage to the vehicle 
with 2 tank crewmen WIA (non-evac).

September 1968 

First Tanks: 
Commanding Officer: LtCol M.C. Ashley 
Executive Officer: 
Operations Officer: Maj J.T. Garcia 
Logistics Officer: Maj D.R. Sparks 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (AT 997723)

The 1st Tank Battalion remains dispersed throughout the Area of Responsibility of the 1st 
Marine Division in support of the infantry regiments of the division; however, the dispersion is 
not as wide as in previous months.  The tanks of the battalion participated in three major 
operations during the month of September and supported numerous small unit activities as well 
as providing security for road convoys, defending bridges, and reinforcing perimeter defenses.  
Tanks were also used in direct fire counter-rocket role within the Southern Sector Defense 
Command, and tanks and Ontos of the battalion provided firepower and mobility to reaction 
forces within the division.

The task organization of the 1st Tank Battalion as of 30 September 1968 is:
Company A (-) (Rein): D/S 26th Marine Regiment
Company B (Rein): 2 platoons D/S 5th Marine Regiment

2 platoons D/S 7th Marine Regiment
Company (C): D/S 1st Marine Regiment

1 platoon D/S of 2nd ROKMC Brigade
Company A (Rein), 1st Antitank Bn: Co A (-) G/S 1st Mar Div

1 plt D/S Task Force Kilo
Heavy Section D/S 3/1

Light Section D/S 1/7
H&S Company C.O.: Capt R.A. Doyle 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (AT 997723) 

C.O.s Company “A” (-)(Rein): Capt's C.R. Casey & B.R. Montgomery 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (AT 936782)

 Company A (-) (Rein) remains in direct support of the 26th Marines.  The 2nd Platoon 
and Company headquarters displaced from the Phu Bai area to the Da Nang area between 8 and



11 September and co-located the Company Command Post with that of 126.  The 3rd Platoon 
remained near the Hai Van Pass in support of 3/26.
131330H Sep 1968 One tank from Co. A, supporting 3/26, fired 90mm and .30 caliber at a 

sampan with four personnel aboard.  Sampan checked by Swift boat.  One 
NVA WIA was found.

201520H Sep 1968 Tanks from Co. A, in support of 3/26, received approximately 20 rounds of 
82mm mortar fire from (ZD 150000, ZD 150003, ZD 155967).  Tanks fired
90mm.  One tank had two tail lights and one driver’s periscope knocked 
out.

C.O. Company “B” (Rein): Capt D.G. Henderson 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (AT 962621)

Company B (Rein) continues to support the 5th and 7th Marines with two platoons in 
support of each regiment.  The tanks support many small unit operations, road sweeps and 
convoys of both regiments.  Company B also provided tanks in support of Operations Mameluke 
Thrust, Sussex Bay and Talladega Canyon.  The Company B Command Post is co-located with 
that of the 7th Marines on Hill 55.
031515H Sep 1968 While on sweep with Co. M, 3/5, two tanks from Co. B received heavy 

automatic weapons and B-40 rocket fire from (BT 048534).  The tanks 
moved on line with the assault force and fired 90mm, .50 caliber and .30 
caliber.  Eight NVA were killed.

112100H Set 1968 Two tanks from Company B were called out to assist Co. F, 2/5 , which 
was being ambushed at (AT 915161).  Tanks returned fire with 90mm, .50 
caliber and .30 caliber.  No search was made.

131730H Sep 1968 Two tanks from Co. B, while supporting Co. G, 2/5, observed three NVA 
carrying bodies across an open area (AT 898499).  Tanks fired one 
Beehive round.  Four NVA killed.

151145H Sep 1968 Tanks from Co. B supporting Co. G, 2/5, at (AT 899498) observed 11 NVA.
One tank fired two Beehive rounds into treeline.  One NVA was killed.

281845H Sep 1968 1st Platoon of Co B, supporting 1/7, took six rounds of 82mm mortar fire 
and sporadic small arms fire in platoon CP.  Tanks returned fire with 
90mm, .50 caliber and .30 caliber.  Action resulted in four USMC WIA 
(three med-evac, one non-evac)

C.O. Company “C” (Rein): Capt R.T. Hopkins 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (BT 078663)

Company C (Rein) was in support of the 1st Marine Division and acted as the division’s 
tank reserve until 10 September when the company displaced to the 2/1 command post and began
supporting the 1st Marine Regiment and the 2nd ROKMC Brigade.  The 2nd Platoon is 
supporting the ROKMC Brigade and has participated in numerous small unit operations.  The 
1st and 3rd Platoons are supporting the 1st Marines and are used mainly on road sweeps and in 
perimeter defense with some small unit operations.
101520H Sep 1968 Co. C relieved in place at (AT 997723) by Co A, AT’s
151340H Sep 1968 Two tanks from Co C supporting a road sweep at (BT 08573) came under 

enemy fire.  Tanks fired 90mm at three enemy bunkers at (BT 088707).  
Four NVA were killed.

151640H Sep 1968 Two tanks from CO C supporting 2/1 at (BT 073715) fired 90mm at enemy 
bunkers at (BT 075707).  Four NVA were killed.  In the same action, in 



support of 3rd Amtrac Bn., two tanks from Co. C fired 90mm at caves at 
(BT 075709) and destroyed them.

210720H Sep 1968 Two tanks from Co. C supporting the 2nd ROKMC Brigade, observed 
enemy movement at (BT 158598, BT 151598).  Tanks fired 90mm, .50 
caliber, .30 caliber.  Two V.C. were killed.

231615H Sep 1968 Two tanks from Co. C, supporting 9th Co., ROKMC, at (BT 150605) were 
directed to fire on huts and into a treeline at (BT 152606).  Tanks fired 
90mm and destroyed four huts. 

 C.O. Company “A”, 1st AT Bn: 1st G.B. Search 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (AT997723)

Company A, 1st Antitank Battalion was chopped from direct support of the 26th Marines 
and placed in general support of the 1st Marine Division on 8 September.  On 10 September 
Company A assumed responsibility for the Song Cau Do and Song Tuy Loan Bridges.  On 12 
September the responsibility for the Song Cau Do and Song Tuy Loan Bridges was assigned to 
the 1st and 7th Marines, respectively.  A heavy section of the Ontos remained in support of 
elements of the 1st Marines on Song Cau Do Bridge and a light section in support of the 7th 
Marines on Song Cau Do Bridge and a light section in support of the 7th Marines on Song Tuy 
Loan Bridge.  On 12 September, Company A assumed responsibility for OP Panther and the 
combat outpost located on the Three Fingers area in the Southern Sector Defense Command 
Area of Responsibility.  One platoon of Company A remains in direct support of the Da Nang 
Mobile Quick Reaction Task Force.
010200H Sep 1968 Bridge at (YD 927104) received RPG, 82mm mortar and automatic 

weapons fire from unknown number of enemy.  One Ontos from Co. A, 
AT’s, returned fire with 106mm, .50 caliber and .30 caliber.  Bloodstains 
and trails were found in the morning.

021010H Sept 1968 A construction crew at (AT 914947) was ambushed with 60mm mortar fire.
Two Ontos from Co. A, AT’s fired 106mm and caused an avalanche over 
the suspected mortar position.  Mortar fire ceased, negative search. 

September 1969 

First Tanks: 
Commanding Officers: LtCol's R.B. March & L.R. Butler 
Executive Officer: Maj R.D. Becker 
Operations Officer: Maj J.P. Senik 
Logistics Officer: Maj G.E. Berbaum 
Location and Operations Summary: Da Nang (AT 997723)
1. Operations.  During the month of September the 1st Tank battalion continued to support the 
infantry regiments of the 1st marine Division and the 2nd Brigade ROKMC throughout the 
Southern I Corps by providing close direct fire support to infantry search and clear and search 
and destroy operations as well as road sweep and convoy security, counter rocket and mortar 
fire, perimeter defense and armored mobile reaction force operations.
2. Task Organization.  The task organization of the 1st Tank Battalion as of 30 September 1969 
was:

Company A (-): Cadre
Company B (Rein): 2 platoons and Company Headquarters

D/S 1st Marine Regiment



2 platoons and forward 
Command Post D/S 5th Marine 
Regiment

Company C (Rein): 2 platoons and Company Headquarters,
D/S 7th Marine Regiment

1 platoon, D/S 2nd Brigade 
ROKMC
3.  Battalion CP Ground Actions: The 1st Tank Battalion conducted 60 patrols and ambushes 
in the Battalion Area of Responsibility within Southern Sector Defense Command.
H&S C.O.s: Capt T.H. Merrell, Jr & Maj H.G. Duncan 
Location and Operations Summary: Da Nang (AT 997723) Same as Bn CP.

The tanks of H&S Company Tank Platoon have been used to augment Company B, to 
provide counter- rocket fire, and to provide General Support to the 1st Marine Division as a Tank
Reserve.
C.O. Company “A”: 1stLt A.P. Decker 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (AT 997723) 

Cadre Status 

     Company A remained in cadre status.  One (1) M51 VTR continued as a table of equipment 
deficiency.  The Company A Command Post continued to be co-located with that of the 1st Tank 
Battalion.  

C.O. Company “B”: 1st Lt J.M. Lidyard 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (AT 962621)

Company B (Rein) remained in direct support of the 1st and 5th Marine Regiments.  The 
Company Command Post is co-located with that of the 1st Marine with a forward Command 
Post co-located with the 5th Marines.  The two platoons supporting the 1st Marines were 
extensively employed on Hills 37 and 55 and the Pipestone Canyon area.  The two platoons with
the 5th Marines provided security and a reaction force at Phu Loc (6) and the An Hoa Basin 
complex.  Mining incidents in Company B’s Area of Operation increased.  Five (5) B Company 
tanks were damaged by mines during September.
C.O. Company “C”: Capt J.K. Marlatt 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (BT 135454)

Company C (Rein) continued direct support of the 7th marines and the ROKMC.  
Company C provided support to the 7th Marines with one platoon and the Company 
Headquarters at LZ Baldy and one platoon at Fire Support Base Ross.  One Company C platoon 
landed with the ROKMC in Operations Defiant Stand, and upon completion of this operation 
continued to operate out of the ROKMC Brigade Command Post. 
C.O. Company “A”, 1st AT Bn: 1stLt B.J. Bethel 
Location and Operations Summary: CP (AT 997723) 
Cadre Status 

 Company A (Rein), 1st Anti-Tank battalion remained in a cadre status.  The Company 
Command Post remained co-located with that of the 1st Tank Battalion.  



September 1965 

First Antitanks: 
Commanding Officers: Maj R.E. Harris & LtCol W. Moore 
Executive Officer: Maj R.E. Harris 
Operations Officer: Maj A.J. Eagan 
Logistics Officer: Maj J.J. Keefe 
Location & Operations Summary: Camp Pendleton, CA

2. Commander’s Narrative Summary of Significant Events
a. At the beginning of Fiscal year 66, Major A.J. EAGAN was in command of the 1st

Antitank Battalion (-).  Company C, under the command of 1st Lt. W.F. SNYDER, had deployed 
in late May to the Far East as part of RLT-7.

b. In early July, 1st Platoon, Company B, commanded by 2nd Lt. F.S. ROE, deployed
with BLT-1/5 to Kaneohe, there to form part of the new 1st Marine Brigade.

c. During the first half of August, Company A, Commanded by 1st Lt. D.S. FEENEY,
deployed to West Pac in increments with separate BLT’s of RLT-1, and with the East Pac MAB.

d. On 17 August 1965, the 1st Antitank Battalion (-) moved from The Horno Area, 
where it had been stationed since activation in 1957, to the Del Mar Area of Camp Pendleton.

e. RLT-5 was activated on 27 August 1965, and Company B (-), 1st Antitank 
Battalion went under its operational Control.  Administrative control remained with this 
Battalion.  

f. Major R.E. HARRIS assumed command of the Battalion on 31 August 1965, 
Major EAGN becoming the Battalion S-3 Officer.

g. Lt. Col. WALTER MOORE assumed command of the Battalion on 28 September 
1965.  Major HARRIS assumed duties as Battalion Executive Officer.
H&S Company C.O.: Capt J.W. Schroeder 
Location: Camp Pendleton, CA 

C.O. Company “A”, 1st AT Bn: 1stLt B.J. Bethel 
C.O. Company “B”, 1st AT Bn: 2ndLt F.S. Roe 
C.O. Company “C” 1st AT Bn: 1stLt W.F. Snyder 

Note: The month of September is included in the report of Jul - Dec 1965. The 
document is as much narrative as format making it difficult to summarize. For those 
interested in details of this period of 1st AT you are encouraged to access the 
Foundation's web site at http://www.mcvthf.org , go to the command chronologies page 
and follow the prompts to the applicable chronology.

2.  Commander’s Narrative Summary of Significant Events 
  a. At the beginning of Fiscal year 66, Major A.J. EAGAN was in command of the 1st

Antitank Battalion (-).  Company C, under the command of 1st Lt. W.F. SNYDER, had deployed 
in late May to the Far East as part of RLT-7.

b. In early July, 1st Platoon, Company B, commanded by 2nd Lt. F.S. ROE, deployed
with BLT-1/5 to Kaneohe, there to form part of the new 1st Marine Brigade.

http://www.mcvthf.org/


c. During the first half of August, Company A, Commanded by 1st Lt. D.S. FEENEY,
deployed to West Pac in increments with separate BLT’s of RLT-1, and with the East Pac MAB.

d. On 17 August 1965, the 1st Antitank Battalion (-) moved from The Horno Area, 
where it had been stationed since activation in 1957, to the Del Mar Area of Camp Pendleton.

e. RLT-5 was activated on 27 August 1965, and Company B (-), 1st Antitank 
Battalion went under its operational Control.  Administrative control remained with this 
Battalion.  

f. Major R.E. HARRIS assumed command of the Battalion on 31 August 1965, 
Major EAGN becoming the Battalion S-3 Officer.

g. Lt. Col. WALTER MOORE assumed command of the Battalion on 28 September 
1965.  Major HARRIS assumed duties as Battalion Executive Officer.

h. A Material Readiness Inspection of the 1st Marine Division (Rein) (Rear) was 
conducted by a team from FMFPAC during the week of 25-29 October.  Grades assigned to this 
Battalion ranged from “Satisfactory” to “ Satisfactory with Minor Discrepancies”.  

i. Company B (-) returned to operational control of the 1st Antitank Battalion (-) 
from Rlt-5 on 6 December 1965.
Note: The Command Chronology for September '66 is not in the SOP format. However,
the  narrative  style  is  quite  comprehensive  and  covers  much  more  detail  than  the
formatted CC. Plus the chain of command includes the platoon leaders which is largely
absent from the norm for CC's. 

September 1966 

First Antitanks: 
Commanding Officer: Maj R.E. Harris 
Executive Officer: Maj M.F Manning 
Operations Officer: Maj A.J. Eagan 
Logistics Officer: Capt C.R. Vanhorn 
Location & Operations Summary: Chu Lai 

Company A (-) OPCON 3rd Marine Division, DS 1st Marines
Company B (Rein) DS 5th Marines; DS Chu Lai Defense Command

Company C DS 7th Marines

Note: Trying to develop a meaningful summary of Ontos action is a challenge. Ontos
were found in virtually every ground combat action.  Their command chronologies are
often detailed down to names of the crews. This level of detail is found nowhere else in
the archives of  command chronologies.   You are encouraged to  read the complete
command chronologies, accessed through the Foundation's web site. Tank CCs are up
to 300+ pages much of which is of slight interest (being generous) to most. However,
the Ontos CCs are 30+ pages long and they are action filled and detailed. To complicate
reporting, the Ontos were phased out halfway through the war and strained through the
sieve  of  the  supporting  respective  Tank battalions.  From that  point  on,  Tank's  CCs
mostly mentioned the attached Ontos in passing and very little of what the Ontos did
was reported in any great detail. Next will  be an extract of the 1st Anti Tank CC for
August of 1967. 



H&S Company C.O.: 1stLt M.H. Collier 
Location & Operations Summary: Camp Pendleton, CA.
C.O. Company “A”(-): Capt D.M. Hutson 

29-30 September.  2nd Platoon, Company A (OPCON Company B) supported the 1st 
Battalion, 5th Marines during Operation MONTEREY.  

C.O. Company “B" (Rein): Capt T.F. Dempsey 
4-15 September.  Company B supported the 5th Marines during Operation NAPA.  
1stLt R.R. TIMBERG Executive Officer

1st SGT J.M. REID First Sergeant
GySGT V.K. WALKERGunnery Sergeant

(2) Subordinate Commanders
2ndLt L.C. BEARD 1st Platoon Commander

2ndLt A.F. Traynor 2nd Platoon Commander
1stLt W.L. BUCHANAN 3rd Platoon Commander 

2ndLT A.F. HOLMAN Jr. 2nd Platoon (Company A 
Commander
C.O. Company “C”: Capt R.J. Esposito

XO 1stLt D.R. WEST
1st Sgt 1stSgt F.N. JORDAN

1st Plat Cmdr 2ndLt. J.J. FLYNN Jr.
2nd Plt Cmdr 2ndLt. M.J. BOREK

3rd Plat Cmdr 2ndLt H.L. REED
8-16 September.  Company C supported the 1st Battalion, 7th Marines during Operation 
FRESNO.
17-27 September.  Company C supported the 1st Battalion, 7th Marines during Operation 
GOLDEN FLEECE.  

September 1967 

First Antitanks: The Command Chronology cannot be located 

September 1965 

Third Tanks 
Commanding Officer: LtCol M.L. Raphael 
Executive Officer: Maj J.G. Doss 
Operations Officer: Capt J.B. Donovan 
Logistics Officer: Maj F.W. Coates 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang (AT 991710)

Personnel reporting over the period may be characterized as being somewhat untimely, however,
this is primarily the result of the time and space factor which exercises much influence on the 
transmittal of reports and records under present operating conditions.  This command is now 



deployed over four enclaves encompassing some 270 kilometers and for this reason the flow of 
paperwork cannot be handled as expeditiously as in a garrison environment with subordinate 
units closely satellite around their battalion headquarters.  The accuracy of personnel reports 
and other administration continues to be satisfactory. 
(Note: The Operations reporting in the Command Chronology is written in narrative form
and not specific to individual companies. While the narrative format reads well, it is 
virtually impossible to report specific activity on selected companies with any degree of 
accuracy. If you were assigned to the Third Tanks during September of 1965 you are 
encouraged to access the Foundation's web site and follow the prompts to the Third 
Tanks September,1965 Command Chronology) 

H&S Company C.O.: Capt H.A. Bertrand Jr. 
Location: DaNang (AT 991710) 

C.O.'s Company “A”: Capt F.W. Jarnot 
Location: DaNang (AT 946762)

Note: Capt Jarnot’s 2nd Platoon attached to the SLF BLT 2/1 was conducting Dagger 
Thrust Amphibious Raids along the South Vietnam’s coast. See Above

C.O. Company “B”: Capt A.E. Lee 
Location: DaNang (BT 067719) Da Nang East and (BT 070714) Marble Mountain

C.O. Company “C”: Capt J.P Sanders 
Location: Chu Lai (BT 531094) 

C.O. Company "B", 1st Tanks: Capt A.L. Lamb 
Location: Chu Lai (BT 548060)

Capt Lamb’s 1st Platoon, led by 2Lt Carl Lemon attached to BLT 1/7 participated in 
Operation Piranha south to the Starlite AO on the Batanga Peninsula.





Tom Tuck, an Ontos Crewman had this to say: “On Operation Piranha I landed with the
4th wave and we stayed around the 1/7 Headquarters area as part of their security. I
woke up at daylite on 8 Sept 65 having to go pee in the worst way. I crawled out from
under the mighty mite I was sleeping under and saw a palm like tree to lean on while
relieving myself and when done I stepped around the tree. The ground gave way and I
almost went into a spider hole. All my buddies had a good laugh but we sure wanted to
know what was down in there. It was very sandy ground around there. It was a small
hole probably for only one man. We found nothing down there except a woven mat.
Later on that day and the next the grunts brought in the bodies of several VC and lined
them up on the ground. A couple of women. They said they were maybe VC nurses that
were looking after VC wounded from Operation Starlite.”  



Operation Piranha. September, 1965

2Lt Carl Lemon’s Account of his 1st Plt, Company “B”, 1st Tanks



     0500 D-day minus 1 the 1st Platoon tanks staged on the beach of Chu Lai attached
to the 1st Bn. 7th Marines.  We anticipated the boarding would be quick and orderly, but
instead it was 2200 before we actually were on board ship.  Consequently we were on
the beach exposed to the heat and had no rations for 17 hours.  Once aboard the men
were all fed a fine Navy meal, except for myself, as I had to attend a pre-landing briefing
in the Officers Wardroom.  1/7 Bn XO informed us that intelligence reports indicated the
first 3 waves could expect up to 80% casualties, and it would be a dog fight for several
days.  That certainly got my attention.  The briefing ended around 2300 and then I was
interviewed by one of Walter Cronkite’s field correspondents from CBS.  As soon as that
was over, I headed to the galley to look for something to eat since I hadn’t had any food
in over 30 hours. In the galley I found a large platter of chicken fried steak sandwiches,
so I proceeded to help myself to one when this Philippine steward came up from behind
me and rudely asked what in the hell did I think I was doing?  I told him I was hungry
and had had nothing to eat all day.  He told me those sandwiches were for the officers
standing night watch and that I was not to take anymore.  At this point, I was not in a
very good mood thinking that tomorrow could be my last day on earth and this guy is
telling me to get out of his kitchen.  I took another sandwich anyway.
     Since we were offloading in less than 3 hours I didn’t bother going to bed in fear I
might sleep through the dismount.  I did take a hot shower and spent the rest of the
night wondering what the landing was going to bring. At times like this a person can
relive his entire life to this point thinking about everyone back home and what they were
up to.
     At 0300 our LCU’s with the tanks left the ship and the grunts began loading aboard
the Amtrak’s and LVT landing craft.  We sat a drift for what seemed like days looking at
the shoreline.  The water was as calm as glass, not a single ripple.  I informed the men
what I  knew and offered everyone the opportunity to  write a  last  letter  home to be
opened only in the event of death, with the expectation the letters would be returned to



each individual in event they survived the operation.  Most all of the men except for a
couple did write a farewell letter.  Fortunately none of us suffered the anticipated and
was able to tear their letters up.
     Just before H hour around 0500 the village lights were coming on and we had a
good view of the landing area when all of a sudden out of nowhere the F-4 Phantoms
and the A-5 Ski Hawks came screaming out of the air strafing the beach head.  They
made several passes and then the Naval Guns opened fire.  That was one of the most
spectacular exhibitions of Navy Marine Corps support fire I have ever witnessed.  It was
definitely  something  to  say the  least.   While  the  bombardment  is  taking  place  the
landing craft are in line and moving toward the beach.  All of this was very reminiscing of
the movies showing the Marines landing on the Islands during World War ll.  We had
practiced these landing back at state side, but this was the real thing and my men and
myself are in the middle of it.  Our tanks were in the 6th wave to land on the beach,
putting us very near to the anticipated onslaught we were expecting.  Fortunately for all,
the landing was unopposed except for a few snipers left behind by the NVA.  I think, in
all  we  suffered  only  one  KIA a  Marine  Officer  and  don’t  know  the  circumstances
surrounding his death.
     As the day wore on we continued to move inward and eventually set up in our
defensive positions for the night.  By this time I had gone two and a half days without
any sleep.  The heat and humidity was so hot I couldn’t sleep inside the turret and I
wasn’t about to sleep on the ground in fear of snakes so I laid down on the front fender
directly under the main gun and the .30 caliber machine gun and proceeded to pass out.
Sometime during the night someone started a firefight, I  don’t remember if my guys
were returning fire or if they starting the shooting.  I looked up and saw the .30 caliber
firing away and believe it or not, with the noise of the machine just a few inches above
my head; I actually went right back to sleep.  All I remember is everybody was shooting
everywhere.  To this day I am haunted with the fact that I couldn’t wake up, not only to
take control of the situation, but I couldn’t wake up to even save my own life if I had to.  I
still occasionally have dreams that we are being overrun by the NVA and they are inside
my tent and I can’t wake up to defend myself.  I believe that dream is related to this
specific incident.  
     From that point on I can’t remember anything else about the operation.  I honestly
don’t even remember returning to Chu Lai.  I assume we back loaded on the ships, but
all  of  this is a blur to me. I  think the Marine Corps learned a valuable lesson form
Operation Piranha.  Operation Starlite was very successful due to the fact the ARVN
was not included.  The South Vietnam politicians became extremely upset and insisted
this didn’t happen again, so Operation Piranha was made up of 1/7 making the beach
landing and I believe 3/7 and a RVN battalion made helicopter landings to set up a
blocking force.  It was very apparent that someone in the RVN command gave our plans
to the NVA.  The NVA abandoned their positions on the beach and waited for the RVN
troops to land and proceeded to mop them up.  The operation did uncover a large
underground hospital housing many of the enemy casualties from Starlite.



September 1966 

Third Tanks 
Commanding Officers: Maj J.G. Doss & LtCol W.R. Corson 
Executive Officers: Maj's E.R. Larson & J.G. Doss 
Operations Officers: Capt A.W. Facklam, Jr. & Maj E.R. Larson 
Logistics Officer: 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang (AT 989708) 

Of Note for this month's action reporting is the detail.  Operations Macon and Prairie
were major operations. Unlike many operations before these two - and after - the day-
by-day reporting gives one a clearer picture of how tanks supported the infantry unit to
which they were attached and/or of which they were in direct support. 
     We cannot emphasize enough - if you were with the tanks in support of either of
these 2 operations, please call and/or send an e-mail. A member of the Foundation staff
will assist you in writing up your story. It will become part of the Marine Corps Vietnam
Tankers history, preserved in the Corps official archives.

During the month of September 1966, 3d Tank Battalion units operating in the DaNang 
TAOR experienced relatively the same degree of anti-tank activity that prevailed over the past 
two months.  However, in the Dong Ha/Cam Lo zone of action on Operation Prairie, Company 
“C”, 3d Tank Battalion and the 1st Platoon, Company “A”, 5th Tank Battalion, were subjected 
to heavy mortar, recoilless rifle, and RPG-2 rocket attacks.  On three separate occasions, tank 



armor was penetrated by what was believed to be RPG-2 rockets.  This marked a new phase in 
Marine Tank combat operations in Vietnam in that the enemy encountered was well equipped 
and was determined to do battle with tanks.

The following was a chronological listing of antitank mines detonated by tanks during the
month of September 1966.

1. At 031420H a 3dTkBn Tank (B-24) detonated what was estimated to have been a 155mm 
round w/booster charge at (AT 977543). The resulting crater was 6 ft in diameter and 4 ft deep.  
The tank was moderately damaged.  The tank was second in column and was tracking the lead 
tank through open terrain with many track vehicle trails.  There were no casualties.

2. At 041650H a 3dTkBn Tank (B-12) detonated an unknown type mine at (AT 923559).  The
mine left a crater 5 ft in diameter and 4 ft deep.  There was moderate damage to the tank’s 
suspension system.  The tank was crossing a rice paddy dike and was second in column.  The 
tank was not tracking the lead tank.  There were no casualties.

3. At 080945H a 3dTkBn Flame Tank (F-11) detonated an estimated 70-100 lb mine at (XD 
116683).  There was moderate damage to the tank’s suspension system.  The tank was traveling 
in a channelized area recently swept by Engineers.  The mine was estimated to have been buried 
3 ft deep to avoid detention.  There were no casualties.  

4. At 081200H a 1stTkBn Tank (C-15) detonated an unknown type mine at (BT 085615).  
The explosion left a crater 4 ft deep and 8 ft in diameter.  The tank suffered moderate damage to 
the suspension system.  The mine was placed in an open area and was covered by fire.  There 
were no casualties.

5. At 090825H a 1stTkBn Tank (C-13) detonated an unknown type mine at (BT 083629).  
The explosion left a crater 4 ft deep and 6 ft in diameter.  The tank received moderate damage to 
its suspension system.  The mine was placed on a tank trail in open terrain.  There were no 
casualties.

6. At 091645H a 3dTkBn Tank (B-32) detonated an unknown type mine at (AT 968597).  The
explosion left a crater 3 1/2 ft deep and 5ft in diameter.  The tank received moderate damage to 
its suspension system.  The mine was emplaced approximately 100 meters east of Liberty Road in
a rice paddy.  There were no casualties.

7. At 131130H a 4dTkBn Tank (B-31) detonated an unknown type mine at (AT 957583).  It 
was estimated it contained approximately 50 lbs of explosives.  The explosion caused a crater 3 
ft deep and 7 ft in diameter.  The tank received light damage to its suspension system.  The mine 
was emplaced near route #14.  There were no casualties.

8. At 201530H a 5thTkBn Tank (A-15) detonated what was estimated to have been a 155mm
round rigged as a mine, with light damage to the tank’s suspension system.  Engineer personnel 
found and destroyed in place (4) four additional 155mm rounds in the immediate area.  There 
were no casualties.



9. At 221355H a 3dTkBn (C-23) detonated an unknown type mine at (YD 136667) incurring
moderate damage to its suspension system.  There were no casualties.

10. At 231555H a 3dTkBn (B-32) detonated an unknown type mine at (AT 953569).  The 
explosion left a crater 3ft deep and 4ft in diameter.  The tank received moderate damage to its 
suspension system.  The tank was traveling on an old tank trail.  There were no casualties.

It should be noted that with but three exceptions all mines were detonated after 1200 each
day.  The three other detonations occurred at 0825, 0925, and 1130.  In some instances it is 
possible the mines were emplaced by the VC after engineer elements had swept the area.  A total 
of 10 anti tank mines were detonated during September as compared to 7 during August.

Summary.  During September a total of forty-five (45) intelligence reports were prepared and 
forwarded by this command. Within the Southern Sector Rear Area Defense, there were fifteen 
(15) VC contacts involving exchanges of small arms fire.  This is the highest VC incidence rate 
for a one month period since 3d Tank Bn established its CP on Hill 34.  

Conclusion.  Intelligence reports received during the month of September from Hoa Vang District
Headquarters, Hoa Cam Training Center and local village officials plus the marked increase in 
VC contacts by patrols and ambushes of Southern Sector Rear Area Tenant Units indicate an 
increased VC effort to infiltrate and possible damage the logistics center of the 3d Marine 
Division Rear Area. 

Tank combat operations during the month of September were in support of two major 
Operations, Macon and Prairie, and other operations in the TAOR’s.  These operations 
accounted for 153 VC KBGF confirmed. 95 VC KBGF probable, 6 VC WBGF confirmed, 46 VC 
WBGF probable, 4 VCC and 23 VCS apprehended.  Additionally, tank action was responsible for
the sinking of 12 boats.

Ammunition expenditures for the month were: 3,806 rounds of 90mm, 12,240 rounds of 
caliber .50 and 37,005 rounds of caliber .30.

OPERATION MACON

The 2d Platoon of Company “B” remained in direct support of 3/9 throughout the month of 
September on Operation Macon.  Tank action in this area accounted for 47 VC KBGF 
confirmed, 19 VC KBGF probable, 2 VC WBGF confirmed.

“Macon remained at a low level of activity until 3 September when the 3d Battalion once
more met its  old  adversary,  the  R-20 Battalion .  Shortly after  1200,  a  platoon from
Company I encountered a VC company near Cu Ban (1) on the Thu Bon River. In a fire
fight that lasted nearly two hours, the Marine platoon sustained 15 casualties including
five dead. Although the Viet Cong unit escaped to the east, it left behind 32 bodies .
This action was not to be an isolated incident . On 5 September, the 3d Company, 2d
Battalion, 51st ARVN Regiment and Company K, 3d Battalion, 9th Marines engaged the



rest of the R-20 Battalion. This flare up of action in the first part of September was the
last significant engagement during Operation Macon.” (GB 66)

For the After Action Report of Operation Macon click on -
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201063074 

OPERATION PRAIRIE

Company “C”, 3d Tank Bn, remained in direct support of the 4th Marine Regiment on 
Operation Prairie.  Tank action in this area resulted in 52 NVA KBGF confirmed, 48 NVA 
KBGF probable, 20 NVA WBGF probable.

Operation Prairie was initially named and intended to be a “Reconnaissance in Force” in 
reality the operation outgrew the name in quick order.

A Marine tank column is shown advancing along Route 9. M48 tanks, like those pictured here, provided
much needed support to the infantry road reconnaissance during Operation Prairie .

http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201063074


 

At  this  point,  Colonel  Cereghino  (C.O.  4th  Marines)  decided  to  extend  his  area  of
operations to the Con Thien region, due north of Cam Lo and adjacent to the DMZ.
Based on new intelligence that a battalion of the  324B Division  was moving into the
area,  the  4th  Marines  commander  ordered  Lieutenant  Colonel  Bench  (C.O.  2/4)  to
conduct a reconnaissance in force to determine the extent of enemy activity. Company
H, accompanied by a platoon of tanks from Company C, 3d Tank Battalion, left Cam Lo
on the morning of 7 September. MAG-16 helicopters ferried the rest of the battalion into
landing zones around Con Thien. The first significant contact occurred the next morning
when Company G ran into an enemy platoon 1,000 meters northeast of the ARVN Con
Thien outpost. The firelight lasted for three hours before the enemy disappeared. Five
Marines were killed. The next day, Bench's Companies E and F,  reinforced by tanks,
engaged a NVA company two miles south of the DMZ. The enemy had expected the
Marines.  Numerous firing  positions  and trenches  had been  dug,  extending into  the
demilitarized area itself. Lieutenant Colonel Bench ordered the tanks to fire point-blank
into  the  enemy  positions;  after  stiff  resistance  the  NVA disengaged.  The  Marines
counted 20 bodies and estimated that they had killed at least another 14. Bench's unit
sustained three killed and 17 wounded. The battalion continued its reconnaissance in
the area until the 13th, but met only scattered resistance and then returned to Cam Lo.
(GB66)

H&S Company C.O.s: P.F. Lessard & 1stLt M.F. Beirne IV 



Location & Operations Summary: DaNang (AT 989708)

10 September 1966:  At 1500H a composite platoon consisting of elements from 3d Tank Bn, 3d 
Anti-tank Bn and 1st 8th Howitzer Battery, supported by two LVT P-5 and one LVT H-6, 
conducted a sweep of the Cam Hoa (2) area at (AT 975702).  This sweep was hastily organized 
when intelligence information received from the Hoa Cam Training Center indicated an 
estimated VC platoon was in the area.  The sweep was completed without incident.  

At 2100H a Headquarters and Service Company Tank received an unknown number of 
small arms rounds while in a defensive position within the 3d Tank Battalion CP.  The tank 
identified targets and returned 90mm HE, WP and cal .30 machine gun fire resulting in 1 VC 
KBGF confirmed and 2 VC KBGF probable.  

20 September 1966: At 2030H a 3d Tank Battalion ambush patrol observed approximately 10 
to 15 VC carrying weapons moving in a northerly direction at (AT 996714).  The ambush was 
not in position to take effective action so the information was relayed to Battalion.  Tank 
Battalion coordinated patrols from neighboring units and supporting fires which were designed 
to force the VC into another Tank Bn ambush established as a result of the original sighting.  At 
210100H the planning paid off as the enemy was engaged by the Tank Battalion ambush 
elements at (AT 994714).  An exchanged of 50 to 75 rounds of small arms and approximately 3 
rounds of 40mm M-79 was made.  Several moans and cries of pain were heard during this 
encounter, indicating VC casualties.  A search of the area at daylight resulted in the recovery of 1
VC KBGF confirmed and indications of an additional 3 VC KBGF probable.  One hand written 
document was recovered and turned over to G-2.  

22 September 1966: At 220010H 1st AmTracBn reported receiving approximately 50 rounds of 
small arms fire and 3 to 5 rounds of 40mm M-79.  They returned small arms fire and requested 
illumination.  At 230025H 3d Tank Bn requested HE concentrations fired.  At 230600H a patrol 
searched the area with negative results.

23 September 1966:  At 232110H a 3d Tank Bn squad size patrol was ambushed by an estimated
10 – 15 VC at (AT 986702).  An exchange of small arms and grenades ensued resulting in 1 
NSMC WIA MedEvac and 1 female VCS WIA apprehended.  A daylight search of the area 
revealed dried pools of blood and drag marks indicating 7 VC KBGF probable.

24 September 1966: At 0130H the NSA POL dump at (AT 989721) reported sighting figures 
moving among the POL drums.  A 3d Tank Bn tank with searchlight was dispatched to the scene. 
At the same time, reaction forces of 9th Mt Bn and 4th Bn, 12th Marines were alerted for 
movement.  A search of the area produced negative results.

C.O.s Company “A”: Capt's L.A. Brandt & A.W. Facklam Jr. 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang (AT 945763)

3 Sept 1966: At 1930H while in support of G 2/3 at (AT 877574) tank crewmen observed one 
VC in a boat in the Song Vu Gia.  Tanks fired 90mm HE and WP with undetermined results 
because of darkness.



At 1700H while in support of G 2/3 at (AT 877574) tanks fired an H&I mission into 
coordinates (AT 855653).  All fires were unobserved, results unknown.

4 September 1966: At 1900H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT 877575) tank 
crewmen observed 3 VC crossing the Song Vu Gia in a boat from north to south at (AT 841549).  
Tanks fired 90mm HE but could not determine the results because of darkness.

At 2013H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT 877574) tank crewmen observed 5 
VC in a boat crossing the Song Vu Gia.  Tanks fired 90mm HE with good target coverage 
resulting in 5 VC KBGF probable and 1 boat destroyed. 

At 2017H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT 877575) tank crewmen observed 6 
VC with packs crossing the Song Vu Gia from south to north at (AT 853552).  Tanks fired 90mm 
HE and WP resulting in 8 VC KBGF confirmed.

5 September 1966: At 2200H while in support of G 2/3 at (AT 914599) tanks fired H&I 
missions into (AT 899608).  All fires were unobserved.  Tanks expended 13 rounds of 90mm HE 
and 11 rounds of 90mm WP.

6 September 1966: At 2030H while in support of G 2/3 at (AT 914599) tanks fired H&I 
missions into suspected enemy positions at (AT 903623) and (AT 891613).  All fires were 
unobserved.  4 rounds 90mm WP were expended.  

7 September 1966: At 2330H while in support of G 2/3 at (AT 914599) tanks fired H&I 
missions into (AT 899608).  All rounds were unobserved.  Tanks expended 13 rounds of 90mm 
HE and 11 rounds of 90mm WP.

8 September 1966: At 1600H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 889720), tanks fired 
H&I missions into (AT 860718) and (AT 862964).  All fires were unobserved.  Tanks expended 13
rounds of 90mm HE and 11 rounds of 90mm WP.

At 2100H while in support of elements of 2/26 tanks received small arms fire from an 
enemy position at (AT 925668) and returned fire with 700 rounds of caliber .30 machinegun fire. 
Darkness precluded a search, results unknown.

9 September 1966: At 0200H while in support of 2/26 at (AT 936665) tanks fired 90mm 
cannon fire at a suspected VC ambush site at (AT 937666).  The area was not searched, results 
undetermined. 

10 September 1966: At 1320H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT 874577) tank 
crewmen observed 2 VC proceeding down river in a boat at (AT 845445).  Tanks fired 90mm HE 
with good target coverage resulting in 2 VC WBGF probable.

At 1915H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT 875574) tank crewmen observed 5 – 
10 VC in two boats and one raft crossing the Song Vu Gia at (AT 843558).  The boats and raft 



were taken under fire by 90mmHE and caliber .50 machinegun fire.  This action resulted in 5 VC
WBGF probable.  
At 2255H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 933664) fired 90mm HE into a mortar 
position from which they were being mortared.  The mortar fired ceased, however, enemy 
casualties could not be determined.

14 September 1966:     From 132200H to 140530H tanks in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 
933662) and (AT 906718) fired H&I missions into coordinates (AT 864618), (AT 848727), (AT 
822704) and (AT 832640).  All fires were unobserved.  8 rounds of 90mm HE and 8 rounds 90mm
WP were expended.

15 September 1966: From 142200H to 150400H tanks in support of 2/26 at (AT 933664) fired 
H&I missions into (AT 881665) and (AT 865681).  All fires were unobserved, 4 rounds of 90mm 
HE were expended.

16 September 1966:  From 162000H to 162400H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 
933664), tanks fired H&I missions into coordinates (AT 654?) and (AT 922648).  All fires were 
unobserved.  4 rounds of 90mm HE were expended.  

From 162000H to 162400H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 903719), tanks 
fired H&I missions into coordinates (AT 835712) and (AT 832742).  All fires were unobserved.  8
rounds of 90mm HE were expended.

At 2100H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 933664) tank crewmen observed 6 
VC moving in a rice paddy at (AT 923666).  Fired caliber .50 and .30 machinegun, enemy 
casualties undetermined.  

17 September 1966: At 0900H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 933664) tanks fired 
H&I mission in coordinates (AT 865681).  All fires were unobserved.  2 rounds of 90mm HE were
expended.

At 2050H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 933664) tank crewmen observed 2 
squads of VC at (AT 928658).  Tank 90mm HE and WP fire was directed into the enemy position. 
Results were undetermined since no search was made.  

18 September 1966:  At 0030H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 933664) tank 
crewmen observed 2 to 3 VC go into a house at (AT 934661).  Fired caliber .50 and .30 machine 
gun fire setting the house on fire.  A search of the house revealed a body that had been dead at 
least 48 hours.  Fresh blood trails indicated 1 VC WBGF probable.  

At 00H(?) while in support of elements of 1/3 at (AT 885772), tanks fired H&I missions 
into coordinates (AT 863773), (AT 861777) and (AT? ).  All fires were unobserved.  Tanks 
expended 9 rounds of 90mm HE.



From 180001H to 180200H while in support of elements of 1/3 at (AT 898901) tanks 
fired H&I mission into coordinates (AT 899935) and (AT 887841).  All fires were unobserved.  15
rounds of 90mm HE were expended.  

From 181830H to 182130H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, 
tanks fired H&I missions into coordinates (AT 888615), (AT 892613), (AT 901623), (AT 865681),
(AT 898663), (AT 888688),  (AT 879679), (AT 871691), (AT 839733), (AT 853705), (AT 889726), 
and (AT 819735).  46 rounds of 90mm HE were expended.

AT 2246H while in support of elements of 3/26 at (AT 933664) tank crewmen observed an
undetermined number of VC moving from a tree line at (AT 930660).  Tanks fired caliber .50 
and .30 machine gun fire.  Results could not be determined because of darkness.

19 September 1966: At 1000H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT 877575) tank 
crewmen observed VC carrying packs and rifles down river in a boat at (AT 845530).  Nearby, 
they observed 3 additional boats beached ashore at (AT 845551).  Before the tanks could fire the 
VC beached their boat and ran into the brush.  Tanks saturated with heavy volume of 90mm HE 
and WP.  No assessment of the area could be made, however the four boats were destroyed. 

From 182000H to 190600H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment 
tanks fired H&I missions into coordinates (AT 862772), (AT 86?), (AT 861778), (AT 899836), 
and (AT 901623).  All fires were unobserved.  24 rounds of 90mm HE were expended.

From 192100H t0 200500H while in support of elements of 2/3 tanks fired H&I missions 
into coordinates (AT 860775), (AT 861761), (AT 862780), (AT 885834), (AT 899836), and (AT 
901623).  All fires were unobserved.  24 rounds of 90mm HE were expended.

20 September 1966: From 202230H to 210430H tanks in support of elements of 1/3 at (AT 
885773), fired H&I missions into coordinates (AT 659769), (AT 862772), and (AT 861781).  All 
fires were unobserved.  9 rounds of 90mm HE were fired. 

At 201545H and 201710H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT ?) tank crewmen 
observed 2 VC in boats coming up river at (AT 862859) and 3 boats beached at (AT 850557) 
with an estimated 5 VC in the of the beached boats.  Tanks fired 90mm cannon with excellent 
target coverage resulting in 3 VC KBGF confirmed and 1 VC WBGF confirmed in addition, 2 
boats were destroyed.

21 September 1966: At 0030H while in support of elements of 1/3 at (AT 884773) a tank 
received 6 rounds of small arms fire and 1 grenade from an enemy position at (AT 884773).  The 
tank could not return fire because of the 90mm gun would not depress low enough.  No casualties
nor damage to the tank resulted.

22 September 1966: From 221230H to 221430H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT 
914597), tanks fired H&I missions into coordinates (AT 901623).  All fires were unobserved.  6 
rounds of 90mm HE were fired.



From 222000H to 222300H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 953667) tanks 
fired H&I missions into coordinate (AT 881615).  All fires were unobserved, results unknown.  10
rounds of 90mm HE were expended.

23 September 1966: From 231230H to 231530H while in support of elements of 2/3 at (AT 
914597), tanks fired H&I missions into coordinate (AT 897617).  All fires were unobserved.  10 
rounds of 90mm HE were expended.  

From 232100H to 240100H while in support of elements of 1/3 at (AT 8982), tanks fired 
H&I missions into grid Squares (AT 8786), (AT 8787), (AT 8886), and (AT 8887).  All fires 
unobserved.  18 rounds of 90mm HE were fired.

24 September 1966:  From 242230H to 250100H while in support of elements of 2/26 at (AT 
921674), tanks fired H&I missions into coordinates (AT 899671), (AT 898657), (AT908654), (AT 
912661), (AT 915648), (AT 910639) and (AT 913638).  All fires were unobserved.  35 rounds of 
90mm HE were expended.  

26 September 1966: At 252354H  260700H and 260300H while in support of 3d Marine 
Regiment at (AT 953667) tanks fired H&I missions into possible enemy positions at (AT 865681),
(At 888705), and (AT 878695)  expending 12 rounds of 90mm HE and 3 rounds of 90mm WP.  All
fires were unobserved.

From 260640H to 260815H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, 
tanks provided security for engineers conducting a road sweep from (AT 919599) to (AT 
877575).  The sweep was conducted without incident.

From 261830H to 262000H while in support of the 3d Marine Regiment at (AT 914597), 
tanks fired H&I missions into suspected enemy positions at (AT 891613) and (AT 895618) 
expending 3 rounds of 90mm HE and 2 rounds of 90mm WP.  Results unknown as all fires were 
unobserved.

From 262005 to 270100H while in support of the 3d Marine Regiment at (AT 880820) 
tanks fired H&I missions on possible enemy routes of approach at (AT 863810), (AT 850820) and
(AT 860830).  The tanks expended 11 rounds of 90mm HE and 5 rounds of 90mm WP.  All fires 
were unobserved.

27 September 1966: At 270645H while in support of the 3d Marine Regiment, tanks provided 
security for engineers conducting a road sweep from (AT 919599) to (AT 877575).  The sweep 
was completed without incident.

From 272000H to 280200H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment at 
(AT 898821) tanks fired H&I missions into (AT 801861), (AT 840860), (AT 810880) and (AT 
840880), expending 8 rounds of 90mm HE and 2 rounds of 90mm WP.  All fires were unobserved.

28 September 1966: From 280? to 280830H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine 
Regiment, tanks provided security for engineers conducting a mine sweep 



from (AT 99599?) to (AT 877575).  The sweep was completed without incident.

From 281200H to 281600H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, 
located at (AT 914597), tanks fired H&I missions into (AT 902622) and (AT 888615), expending 
3 rounds of 90mm HE and 2 rounds of 90mmWP.  All fires were unobserved.

At 281830H while in support of 2d battalion, 26th Marine Regiment, tanks received a 
report that a vehicle had been ambushed at (AT 938136).  A section of tanks and a platoon of 
infantry investigated and found that a vehicle was damaged by small arms fire but none of the 
personnel had been injured.  The area was illuminated by the tanks but no enemy were observed. 

From 281900H to 282040H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, 
tanks at (AT 914597) fired H&I missions into (AT 888615), (AT 890612), (AT 895617) and (AT 
903621), expending 4 rounds of 90mm HE.  All fires were unobserved.

29 September 1966: From 290645Hto 290825H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine 
Regiment, tanks provided security for engineers conducting a road sweep from (AT 877575) to 
(AT 919599).  The sweep was completed without incident.

From 291907H to 292245H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, at 
(AT 914597), tanks fired H&I missions into (AT 840880), (AT 840860), (AT 810880) and (AT 
810860), expending 7 rounds of 90mm HE and 9 rounds of 90mm WP.  All fires were unobserved.

30 September 1966: From 300645H to 300825H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine 
Regiment, tanks provided security for engineers conducting a road sweep from (AT 877575) to 
(AT 919599).  There were no incidents.

At 301620H while in support of the 2d Bn 3d Marine Regiment, tanks located at (AT 
882556) observed a boat filled with supplies, with no people around at (AT 882556).  Tanks fired 
6 rounds of 90mm HE, destroying the boat and supplies.
C.O. Company “B”: Capt E.L. Tunget 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang (AT 965613) 
Operation Macon participated in by 2nd Plt, Company "B" reposted separately

LOCHRIDGE, WILLARD F.
Synopsis:
The President of the United States takes pleasure in presenting the Silver Star 
Medal to Willard F. Lochridge (0-92140), Second Lieutenant, U.S. Marine Corps, 
for conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in action while serving with Company B,
3d Tank Battalion, 3d Marine Division (Rein.), FMF, in connection with combat 
operations against the enemy in the Republic of Vietnam on September 5, 1966. 
By his courage, aggressive fighting spirit and steadfast devotion to duty in the 
face of extreme personal danger, Second Lieutenant Lochridge upheld the 
highest traditions of the Marine Corps and the United States Naval Service.
Home Town: Scarsdale, New York



6 September 1966: At 1205H while in support of elements of 1-9 at (AT 903541) tanks and infantry 
received sniper fire from a position at (AT 902539).  One round struck one of the driver’s vision blocks.  
Tanks returned 90mm canister fire and the sniping ceased.  The area was not searched because of 
intervening river, and results could not be confirmed.

At 1745H while in support of elements of 1/9 at (AT 904541) tanks and infantry received two 
rounds of sniper fire from a VC position at (AT 902539).  Tanks returned 90mm WP into the positions.  
The area was no searched because of intervening river and results could not be confirmed.

8 September 1966: At 1715H while in support of D 1/9 at (AT 903543) tanks were requested by the 
infantry company commander to recon by fire an area in the vicinity of (AT 905537) from which small 
arms fire had been received.  Tanks fired 90mm HE, WP, Canister and caliber .50 machine gun fire.  
Enemy fire ceased.  Results undetermined as area was not searched.

At 1730H while in support of 1/9 at (AT 979606) tanks received sniper fire from (AT 982602).  
Tanks fired 90mm Canister, Caliber .50 and .30 machine gun fire.  Enemy fire ceased.  Results 
undetermined as area was not searched. 

9 September 1966: At 1645H while in support of elements of 1/9 a tank detonated an anti-vehicular 
mine at (AT 968597).  There were no casualties but moderate damage to the tank’s suspension system 
resulted.

At 1830H while in support of elements of B 1/9 at (AT 903543) tanks and infantry received light 
automatic weapons fire from (AT 905537).  A tank returned caliber .50 machinegun fire and the enemy 
broke contact.    

10 September 1966: At 1810H while in support of elements of 1/9 at (AT 903543), tank crewmen 
observed a VC in a treeline at (AT 902538).  A tank fired 90mm WP into the area.  The area was not 
searched because of the intervening river and results could not be confirmed.  

11 September 1966: At 0850H while in support of an engineer road sweep team on Liberty Road at 
(AT 969588) tanks received fire from an unknown number of VC at (AT 974589).  Tanks fired 90mm 
Canister, caliber .50 and .30 machine gun fire and the enemy broke contact.

At 1630H while in support of elements of 1/9 tanks fired 90mm cannon fire into suspected mined 
areas in grid square (AT 9861).  Infantry patrols had earlier detonated two M16A1 mines in this area.  
There were no secondary explosions.

At 1633 while in support of elements of D 1/9 at (AT 903543), tanks and infantry received a 
number of rounds of sniper fire from an enemy position at (AT 902538).  A tank returned 90mm WP with 
undetermined results.  Again at 1715H, 3 more sniper rounds were received from the vicinity of (AT 
903539).  Tanks returned caliber .50 machine gun fire.  Undetermined results as the area was not 
searched.  

12 September 1966: At 1600H while in support of elements of 1/9 at (AT 909545) tanks were 
returning from a resupply run, when they received small arms fire from (AT 902538).  Tanks returned fire 
and the enemy broke contact.

13 September 1966: At 1130H while in support of elements of 1/9 a tank detonated an anti-vehicular 
mine at (AT 957583).  There were no casualties but moderate damage to the tank suspension system was 
received. 



14 September 1966: At 1855H while in support of B 1/9 at (AT 903543) tank crewmen observed 2 VC 
in uniform at (AT 902538).  A tank fired one round of 90mm HE.  Results of firing undetermined as an 
intervening river prevented a search.

15 September 1966: At 1700H a Company “B” tank proceeding to the Ha Dong bridge received a 
request from G 2/1 to support infantry units pinned down at (AT 995632).  Enemy small arms fire was 
being received from a pagoda at (AT 994624).  The tank fired 90mm HE and destroyed the pagoda.  One 
secondary explosion was observed.  VC casualties were not determined as the pagoda was not searched.  

16 September 1966: At 1630H while in support of elements of 1/9 at (AT?) tanks received 3 rounds of 
small arms fire from (AT 902?) 3 tank crewmen WIA (MedEvac).  Tanks returned a heavy of 90mm 
cannon fire and the firing ceased.  The area could not be searched because of an intervening river.
John J. Perillo received his 2nd Purple Heart.

17 September 1966: At 1630H while in support of elements of ? at (AT563?) tanks and infantry 
received 8 rounds of automatic weapons fire from an enemy position at (AT 902538).  Tanks fired 90mm 
WP and caliber .50 and .30 machine gun fire.  Enemy firing ceased.  Intervening river prevented search.

18 September 1966: From 181315H to 181445H while in support of elements of 1/9 at (AT 903543) 
tanks reinforced by flame tanks fired a heavy volume of 90mm cannon fire into suspected sniper positions.
The flame tanks burned the area immediately outside the friendly tactical wire.  Results of 90mm cannon 
fire was undetermined as the areas was not searched.

22 September 1966: At 1345H while in support of elements of B 1/9 at (AT 903543) tank crewmen 
observed a boat drifting down the river with no visible personnel aboard.  A tank fired 90mm HE sinking 
the boat.

23 September 1966: At 1555H while in support of elements of 1/9 a tank detonated an anti-vehicular 
mine at (AT 953569), there were no casualties and only slight damage to the vehicle.
24 September 1966: At 1430H the Company CP located on Hill 55 at (AT 956516) received 40 to 50 
rounds of small arms fire from an enemy position at (AT 961606).  Returned caliber .50 and .30 machine 
gun fire with undetermined results as the area was no searched. 

From 241445H to 241715H while in support of A 1/9 at (AT 958598) tanks with infantry mounted
went to the aid of an infantry platoon which was encircled by an estimated 30 to 50 VC.  Tanks fired a 
heavy volume of 90mm cannon and tank mounted machine gun fire, resulting in 8 VC KBGF confirmed.  
The reminder of the enemy disengaged.

25 September 1966: At 1245H while in support of elements of 1/9 at (AT 904543) infantry observed a 
number of VC at (AT897538) and requested tank fire.  Tanks saturated the area with 90mm HE and WP 
plus tank mounted caliber .50 and .30 machine gun fire.  Intervening river prevented a search of the area, 
results undetermined.
27 September 1966: At 270645H while in support of the 3d Marine Regiment, tanks provided security 
for engineers conducting a road sweep from (AT 919599) to (AT 877575).  The sweep was completed 
without incident.

From 272000H to 280200H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment at (AT 
898821) tanks fired H&I missions into (AT 801861), (AT 840860), (AT 810880) and (AT 840880), 
expending 8 rounds of 90mm HE and 2 rounds of 90mm WP.  All fires were unobserved.



28 September 1966: From 280? to 280830H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, 
tanks provided security for engineers conducting a mine sweep from (AT 99599?) to (AT 877575).  The 
sweep was completed without incident.

From 281200H to 281600H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, located at 
(AT 914597), tanks fired H&I missions into (AT 902622) and (AT 888615), expending 3 rounds of 90mm 
HE and 2 rounds of 90mmWP.  All fires were unobserved.

At 281830H while in support of 2d battalion, 26th Marine Regiment, tanks received a report that 
a vehicle had been ambushed at (AT 938136).  A section of tanks and a platoon of infantry investigated 
and found that a vehicle was damaged by small arms fire but none of the personnel had been injured.  The
area was illuminated by the tanks but no enemy were observed. 

From 281900H to 282040H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, tanks at (AT 
914597) fired H&I missions into (AT 888615), (AT 890612), (AT 895617) and (AT 903621), expending 4 
rounds of 90mm HE.  All fires were unobserved.

29 September 1966: From 290645Hto 290825H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine 
Regiment, tanks provided security for engineers conducting a road sweep from (AT 877575) to (AT 
919599).  The sweep was completed without incident.

From 291907H to 292245H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine Regiment, at (AT 
914597), tanks fired H&I missions into (AT 840880), (AT 840860), (AT 810880) and (AT 810860), 
expending 7 rounds of 90mm HE and 9 rounds of 90mm WP.  All fires were unobserved.

30 September 1966: From 300645H to 300825H while in support of elements of the 3d Marine 
Regiment, tanks provided security for engineers conducting a road sweep from (AT 877575) to (AT 
919599).  There were no incidents.

At 301620H while in support of the 2d Bn 3d Marine Regiment, tanks located at (AT 882556) 
observed a boat filled with supplies, with no people around at (AT 882556).  Tanks fired 6 rounds of 
90mm HE, destroying the boat and supplies.

C.O.'s Company “C”: Capt's J.H. Gary & P.F. Lassard 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang (YD 246599) 
All activities are recorded under Operation Prairie 

Earl Matthews, Jr
Staff Sergeant

C CO, 3rd TANK BN, 3rd MARDIV, III MAF
United States Marine Corps

Florence, South Carolina
September 17, 1937 to September 09, 1966

EARL MATTHEWS Jr is on the Wall at Panel 10E, Line 81
See the full profile or name rubbing for Earl Matthews 

Note: Company "C",  1st  Tanks action is reported on the command chronology from
which the above is extracted but this company is not reflected as part of 3rd Tanks in
the T/O.

http://www.virtualwall.org/dm/MatthewsEx01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dm/MatthewsEx01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dm/MatthewsEx01a.htm


9 September 1966:  At 0825H while in support of elements of 1/1 a tank detonated an anti-
vehicular mine at (BT 083629).  There were no casualties, but moderate damage was done to the 
tanks suspension system.  

At 1330H while in support of D 1/1 at (BT 057640) tanks and infantry received small 
arms fire from (BT 055640).  Tanks returned fire with 90mm HE, WP and Canister.  A search was
not conducted because of untrafficable terrain.   

At 1330H while in support of 3/1 at (BT 04365?) tanks and infantry received small arms 
fire from (BT 041658).  Tanks returned 90mm fire resulting in 1 VC KBGF confirmed, 3 VC 
KBGF probable and 3 VC WBGF probable.  Again at 1500H while in the same position an 
unknown number of VC were observed crossing a rice paddy at (BT 055655).  Tanks fired 90mm 
HE resulting in 1 VC KBGF confirmed.

At 1530H while in support of elements of L 3/1 tank crewmen discovered 5 booby trapped
Chicom grenades on a tank trail at (BT 045658).  Infantry destroyed the grenades in place.

10 September 1966: At 1400H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 065619) tanks went to
the aid of infantry who were pinned down my fire from two directions, (BT 075614) and (BT 
059617).  Tanks fired a heavy volume of 90mm cannon fire causing enemy to disengage and 
resulting in 5 VC KBGF confirmed and 7 VC KBGF probable.

12 September 1966: At 1030H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 095613) tanks 
received fire from approximately 15 VC at (BT 095609).  Tanks returned fire resulting in 1 VC 
KBGF probable.  

At 1025H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 071612) tanks received sniper fire 
from (BT 075614).  Tanks returned a heavy volume of fire, causing enemy to break contact.  
Search of the area resulted in the apprehension of 7 VCS.  No other casualties were found.  

15 September 1966: At 1200H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 098621) an aerial 
observer noted a number of VC at (BT 099624) and marked the target with smoke.  Tanks fired 
90mm Canister resulting in 3 VC KBGF confirmed.

16 September 1966: At 1030H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 109629) tank 
crewmen observed 2 VC crossing a rice paddy ahead of friendly infantry at (BT 101628).  Tanks 
fired 90mm HE resulting in 2 VC KBGF confirmed. 

At 1030H while in support of elements of 1.1 at (BT 119630) tanks fired at 2 VC running 
at (BT 102626).  Area could not be searched because of untrafficable terrain.

At 1300H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 094637), tanks observed an 
undetermined number of VC at (BT 099629).  90mm HE was fired resulting in 2 VC KBGF 
confirmed. 



At 1700H while in support of elements of 1/1, tanks destroyed a VC platoon patrol base 
at (BT 094637) with 90mm HE and WP fire, resulting in 2 VC KBGF confirmed.

At 1845H while in support of elements of 1/1, at (BT 082623) tank crewmen observed 2 
VC running across a rice paddy at (BT 085621).  Tanks fired 90mm HE and caliber .30 machine 
gun fire.  A search of the area was conducted, however, no VC casualties were found.

17 September 1966: At 1155H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 127634) observed 4 
fishing boats at (BT 143634).  The boat crews ignored signals to beach and turned away.  Tanks 
fired 90mm HE caliber .30 machinegun fire resulting in 3 VC KBGF confirmed and 1 VC KBGF 
probable.

From 171945H to 172005H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 087629) and (BT 
082636) tanks fired H&I missions into (BT 88639) and (BT 080628).  All fired were unobserved. 
6 rounds of 90mm HE, 2 rounds of 90mm canister and 3 rounds of 90mm WP were expended.

19 September 1966: At 1500H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 097643) tank 
crewmen observed an undetermined number of VC at (BT 097639).  90mm HE was fired 
resulting in 1 VC KBGF confirmed.  

At 1530H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 097639) 2 VC were observed in a 
rowboat on a lake at (BT 098638).  Tanks fired 90mm HE resulting in 2 VC KBGF confirmed.  
During a search of the area nearby, 3 VC were apprehended.

At 1545H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 093658) tanks received sniper fire 
from their rear at (BT 097658).  Returned 90mm HE and the sniping ceased.  Area not searched,
results undetermined.

20 September 1966: At 1930H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 083603) tanks 
supported infantry with 90mm HE fire when they became pinned down by enemy fire coming 
from a small village at (BT 093609).  Area was not searched, results undetermined.  

22 September 1966: At 1430H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 137608) tanks and 
infantry received sniper fire from an enemy position across a river at (BT 136591).  Tanks 
returned 90mm HE and Canister.  Results of firing undetermined because of intervening river. 

At 1800H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 063655) tanks assisted a friendly 
patrol that had been ambushed by VC at (BT 063660).  Tanks fired 90mm HE resulting in 3 VC 
KBGF confirmed.

24 September 1966: At 0800H while in support of elements of 1/1 at (BT 114650) tanks effected
a blocking position and fired a heavy volume of 90mm HE at VC being flushed from a village 
and attempting to flee in boats at (BT 120650).  This action resulted in 10 VC KBGF confirmed 
and 4 VC KBGF probable.  
 
29 September 1966: From 291500H to 291530H while conducting a search and clear 
operation with elements of the 1st Marine Regiment, tanks located at (BT 044659) fired across a 



stream into (BT 032659), expending 25 rounds of 90mm HE, 2 rounds of 90mm Canister and 700
rounds of .30 caliber machine gun.  Results of fire unknown as the area could not be searched 
because of intervening body of water. 

At 290800H while in support of elements of the 1st Marine Regiment located at (BT 
110625) tank crewmen observed 4 VC running from a village at (BT 110626).  The tanks fired 1 
round of 90mm Canister resulting in 2 VC KBGF confirmed.  Tanks were also credited with the 
capture of 2 VC.   

September 1967 

Third Tanks 
Commanding Officer: LtCol F.D. Chapman 
Executive Officer: Maj K.J. Fontenot 
Operations Officers: Maj B.M. MacLaren 
Logistics Officer: Capt E.L. Fox 
Location & Operations Summary: Phu Bai/Gia Le Combat Base

The 3d Tank Battalion was engaged in four operations during the month of September.

Operation Cumberland. This operation ceased as of 15 September 1967.  Second Platoon, 
Company “C” in direct support of 1st Battalion, 4th Marine Regiment continued to perform 
escort duty for rough riders from (YD 731105) to the forward artillery position at (YD 620095) 
until that date.  Upon the completion of Operation Cumberland, 2d Platoon, Company “C” 
assisted in the protection of the withdrawing units.  During the period of 1-15 September, the 
tanks were allowed unrestricted reconnaissance by fire.  A noticeable decrease in enemy attacks 
on the convoys was evident.  Second Platoon, Company “C” later withdrew to the Battalion C.P. 
for “Q” service and eventual return to the Company C.P.
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201064052 

Operation Fremont.  This operation involved the 1st and 3d Platoons of Company “C”, 
3d Tank Battalion in direct support of the 4th Marine Regiment.  The advent of heavy rainfall 
impaired mobility, and contact with the enemy was reduced commensurately.  A section of tanks 
operating from Hill 51 continued direct and H&I fires with negligible results.  Wet weather 
forced removal of the section from Hill 51 near the end of the month to preclude their being 
mired in that position for the duration of the monsoon season.

Operation Kingfisher.     This is a continuing operation encompassing the complexes of Gio 
Linh, Con Thien, and Cam Lo areas.  Company “A”, 3d Tank Battalion has had platoons in 
direct support of the 1st, 2d, and 3d Battalions, 9th Marine Regiment, and 2d and 3d Battalions, 
4th Marine Regiment.  There were no major operations during this period.  Numerous search 
and destroy operations were conducted by the infantry using tanks in direct support.  On 5 
September 1967 A-15 and A-25 were supporting “M” and “I” Companies, 3d Battalion, 4th 
Marine Regiment.  Contact was made with an estimated platoon of enemy.  A-25 fired 2000 .30 
caliber rounds and A-15 fired 4000 .30 caliber rounds in reconnaissance-by-fire.  The sweep 
ended with 11 NVA KIA (confirmed).  The tank section took one WIA, non-serious, who was 

http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201064052


returned to full duty.  On 22 September 1967, an attempt was made to recover two tanks which 
had become mired on an operation with 3d Battalion, 4th Marine Regiment when heavy rains 
arrived.  In the process of retrieving the vehicles, two tanks hit mines and were disabled.  All four
tanks were ordered to be abandoned temporarily and were disabled.  A VTR-M51 was destroyed 
by enemy fire in this recovery operation.  

Company “B”, 3d Tank Battalion also participated in Operation Kingfisher in the 
western and southwestern sector of the TAOR, operating with 3d Battalion, 3d Marine Regiment;
1st Battalion, 9th Marine Regiment; and 3d Battalion, 26th Marine Regiment.  On 7 September 
1967 2d Platoon, Company “B”, 3d Tank Battalion while operating with 3d Battalion, 26th 
Marine Regiment encountered an estimated NVA regiment.  Tank B-25 was hit with an RPG-2, 
causing the WP rounds to ignite and burned out the turret.  F-23 was also hit and destroyed.  
Enemy activity on Route 9 increased.  Tanks continued to escort convoys from the Rock Pile area
to Ca Lu vicinity.  Reconnaissance-by-fire was employed.  Both Companies “A” and “B” were 
committed to more indirect and H&I fire missions with the advent of foul weather.  By 30 
September 1967 all cross-country trafficability was curtailed and limited to roads only.  In some 
cases bridges and regularly-used fords were washed out by heavy rains, necessitating resupply 
by air.  Resupply was hampered by an increase of enemy artillery in the Con Thien area. 
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201064061   

Note: Operation Kingfisher was written in great detail by former Capt Jim Coan in the
Association’s  News  Letter  “Sponson  Box”,  “Tanks  on  the  DMZ,  1967:  Part  IV  –
Operation Kingfisher”
“In late summer, 1967, the 3d MARDIV was deeply concerned with intelligence reports
that the NVA were intending to resume their earlier attempts to sever the Cam Lo to
Con Thien MSR, then launch a major attack on Con Thien. To counter that anticipated
attack, the 3d Bn., 26th Marines, which had been operating out of Khe Sanh since
June, was relocated into an area three klicks south of Con Thien during the first week
in September.
     Two companies from 1/9 and tanks from the 2d Platoon of Bravo Company 3d
Tanks, had been patrolling the area for two weeks without contact. The  grunts
considered the area quiet, nothing was happening there.  Lt. Paul Drnek commanded
the four tanks from Bravo's 2d Platoon. He was new to Vietnam and so was his platoon
sergeant, Gunnery Sergeant Harold Tatum,  who had replaced Gunny Eckler after the
infamous Marketplace Massacre that nearly wiped out B/1/9 on 2 July, 1967.”
 
Gio Linh. The 3d Platoon, Company “A” provided reinforcement for the 12th Composite 
Artillery Battalion.  The tanks remained well-emplaced in hull defilade and fired daily counter-
battery missions against Communist artillery positions in the north of the DMZ.  Communist 
artillery has been employing “air Burst” technique against the Gio Linh strongpoint, but 
because of good emplacements casualties have been low and no serious.  
The location of the gun companies and their supported unites were as follows:

Company “A (Rein) D/S 9th MarRegt  (Dong Ha)
Company “B” (Rein) (-) D/S 3d MarRegt (Camp Carroll)
3d Plt., Company “B” D/S 26th MarRegt (Kho Sanh)
Company “C” (Rein) D/S 4th MarRegt (Phong Dien)

http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/virtualarchive/items.php?item=1201064061


H&S Company C.O.'s: 1stLt's J. Hoelzie & A.W. Hauser 
Location & Operations Summary: Phu Bai 

C.O. Company “A”: Capt G.G. Jacobsen 
Location & Operations Summary: Dong Ha

C.O. Company “B”: Capt E.J. Kline 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang/Camp J.J. Carroll 

C.O. Company “C”: Capt W.J. O'Buch 
Location & Operations Summary: Phong Dien 

Note: The "Sequential Listing of Significant Events" is presented here in its entirety. The
Command Chronology for this period has shortened the entries and, as an alternative,
has supplied the S-3 Journal reference for more detail. You are encouraged to access
the CC at the Foundation web site http://www.mcvthf.org    for more detail.

SEQUENTIAL LISTINGS OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

1 September 1967: At 010330H tank position at (YD 116701) received incoming artily from 
unknown enemy coordinated.  Result of attack was on USMC WIA (non-medevac)

At approximately 011300H a Company “C” tank escorting a 1/4 convoy from (YD 
717107) to (YD 620095) received an RPG hit.  Results of the hit was light tank damage and one 
USMC WIA (non-medevac) John Waicak received his 1st Purple Heart.

At 011350H Tank position at (YD 116701) received incoming enemy artillery.  Tank 
conducted counter-battery fire at target (YD 099938), expending 11 90mm WP rounds and 26 
90mm HE rounds with inconclusive results.  Enemy artillery caused three USMC WIA (non-
medevac)

2 September 1967: At 020900H 3/4 road sweep supported by a Company “A” tank received 
20 to 30 rounds incoming 81mm mortar rounds.  Tank returned fire with 11 90mm HE rounds 
and 250 .30 caliber rounds; results were negative.  No friendly casualties resulted from the 
mortar attack.

At 021700H Company “A” tanks in support of 3/4 at (YD 129634) received small arms 
and RPG fire from enemy at (YD 127683).  One tank received an RPG hit.  Tanks returned fire 
with five 90mm HE rounds, eight 90mm canister rounds, and 3500 .30 caliber rounds with 
negative results.  Enemy attack resulted in light tank damage and one USMC WIA (med-evac).
Robert Curry received his 2nd and Bill “JJ” Carroll his 1st Purple Heart.

4 September 1967: At 041155H infantry observed four VC in open area at (YD 525249).  A 
Company “C” tank at (YD 549282) fired at the VC, expending three 90mm HE rounds with 
negative results.  

http://www.mcvthf.org/


At 041435H Company “A” tanks departed (YD 116701) for operation in support of 3/4.  
At (YD 105685) small arms and automatic weapons fire was received from an estimated enemy 
platoon.  Enemy was pushed into blocking force.  At 041730H incoming artillery was received.  
Results of action were one enemy KIA (confirmed) and one USMC WIA (non-medevac).

Flame Tank F-23 in Ambush Valley
     
        By L/Cpl Guy Wolfenbarger

“On September 5th I got word to be ready to move out the next morning to relieve F-21
that had lost pressure.  Mike Co. 3/26 and an escort from Bravo Co. Tanks left Camp
Carroll in the rain. I met up with F-21 and Bravo 25 on the road outside of Charlie 2, and
Bravo 25 took the lead back to CP. The churchyard where 2nd Platoon Bravo 3rd Tanks



had been working with 1/9 was the badlands. I had worked it earlier in July with Alpha
Co. 3rd Tanks in Operation Buffalo. Since then I had been in the area 4 or 5 times. The
brush was real thick and the rice paddies overgrown. 
     On Operation Buffalo on July 6, we took out a Catholic church at Thon Tan Hoa
known as the Four Gates to Hell. The church yard was a land mark for the NVA to sight
in on. Why anyone would set up their CP there is beyond me. Nah Toa An Hoa church
yard was on everybody’s map. 2nd Lt. Drnec was new in county and had not seen
action or been in this area before. 
     The night  of  September  6th  was  quiet.  The next  morning  a  good friend from
Columbus, Sgt. Larry Flora, threw a mud ball at my tank as he was going by. He gave
me a thumbs up and that’s the last time I saw him alive. 2nd Lt. Drnec made me mount
my .50 cal, back in the cupola. When it’s in the cupola it is worthless mounted on its
side with only 50 rounds of ammo. Lt Drnec didn’t get the big picture. A flame tank only
has a .30 cal, and 60 seconds of napalm. With the .50 cal, mounted on a tripod on top
the tank commander has some real fire power. (Read on to how much it was needed by
clicking here for Guy’s full story.)  (Pappy – Put the link here to Guy’s article that you
posted on the web site.)

6 September 1967: At 061100H a 3/12 Jeep hit a mine at (YD 465385).  Result of incident was
one USMC WIA (3dTkBn) WIA (med-evac).  

From 060930H to 061900H Company “A” tanks in support of 2/9 at (YD 139687) fired 
at enemy position at (YD 136711).  Tanks expended seven 90mm HE rounds, resulting in one 
enemy KIA (probable).  

7 September 1967: At 070903H Company “B” tanks in support of 3/3 convoy were ambushed 
at (XD 996479).  Tanks expended 55 90mm HE rounds, 15 90mm canister rounds, two 90mm WP
rounds, two 90mm HEAT rounds, 6000 .30 caliber and 500 .45 caliber rounds.  Results of action 
were eight enemy KIA (confirmed), four enemy KIA (probable), and one USMC WIA.

                    Double Ambush on Route 9 - September 7, 1967

                                                By Lloyd G. “Pappy” Reynolds

In his book, No Shining Armor: The Marines at War in Vietnam, Otto J. Lehrack 
writes about an ambush on Route 9 (pp. 171-180). He writes about some tank action 



and the Tank Platoon Leader getting hit. I was the driver of that tank, Bravo One-One, 
and this is the tankers side of that ambush.

A. Approximate site of September 7, 1967 double ambush.
B. Location of bridge that washed out and where we drowned Super Goof II.
C.  Where we saw a tiger on the road.
D. Where a tiger tried to get a Marine one night. 

At 071830H Company “A” tanks in support of 3/4 at (YD 119582) aided infantry’s with 
drawl.  Tank received fire from NVA 500 meters distant, sustaining one RPG hit.  Tanks expended
4500 .30 caliber rounds and one load of flame.  Results of action was three NVA KIA (probable).



From 070530H to 072000H Company “B” tanks in support of 3/26 operation at (YD 
120709) received heavy mortar fire from nearby enemy position.  Tanks were cut off from 
infantry and engaged enemy in a two hour firefight, expending seven 90mm HE rounds and 35 
90mm canister rounds.  Results of action was 10 to 15 enemy KIA (probable).

10 September 1967: At 101600H Company “B” tanks at (YD 107652) in support of 3/26 
engaged an NVA regiment at the same coordinates.  A gun tank sustained an RPG hit and a flame
tank took an RPG hit and burned.  Results of action were unknown damage to tanks and 30 NVA 
KIA (probable).

RANDALL A. BROWNING, 
Corporal, U.S. Marine Corps

Company A, 3rd Antitank Battalion,
3d Marine Division (Rein.) FMF

Date of Action: September 10, 1967
For extraordinary heroism while serving as an Ontos Commander with Company “A”,
Third  Antitank  Battalion,  Third  Marine  Division  (Reinforced)  in  support  of  the  Third
Battalion,  Twenty-sixth  Marines in  the Republic  of  Vietnam on 10 September  1967.
While engaged in a search and destroy operation in the northern sector of Quang Tri
Province  near  the  Demilitarized  Zone,  the  Battalion  came  under  a  heavy  enemy
bombardment of artillery and mortar fire. Although painfully wounded by fragments from
an  artillery  round,  Corporal  (then  Lance  Corporal)  Browning  quickly  had  his  injury
treated and immediately returned to his Ontos where he learned that his was the only
tracked vehicle in operation. Rapidly assessing the situation, he maneuvered his vehicle
through  the  intense  hostile  fire  to  a  forward  position  and  began  delivering  highly
effective machine-gun and recoilless rifle fire against the enemy. Successfully repulsing
the first of several human wave assaults, he remained undaunted by the vicious enemy
fire and steadfastly continued to deliver a heavy volume of fire during ensuing fanatical
attacks. His aggressive actions repelled the hostile force on each occasion and inflicted
heavy losses on the enemy. When his recoilless rifle ammunition was expended and his
machine  gun  became inoperable,  Corporal  Browning  unhesitatingly  manned  a  sub-
machine gun and continued to deliver devastating fire on the enemy. Due largely to his
fearless  initiative  during  the  four  hour  battle,  he  was  undoubtedly  instrumental  in
thwarting the enemy's  attempt to  overrun the battalion's  position and prevented the
capture,  injury  or  possible  death  of  many  Marines.  By  his  resolute  determination,
dauntless  courage  and  selfless  devotion  to  duty  at  great  personal  risk,  Corporal
Browning inspired all who observed him and upheld the highest traditions of the Marine
Corps and of the United States Naval Service



Harold  Dean
Tatum

GYSGT
B CO, 3rd TANK BN, 3rd MARDIV, III MAF

United States Marine Corps
Sandy Springs, Georgia

August 06, 1932 to September 21, 1967
(Incident Date September 10, 1967)

HAROLD D TATUM is on the Wall at Panel 26E, Line 109
See the full profile or name rubbing for Harold Tatum 

*TATUM, HAROLD D. (KIA)
Synopsis:
The President of the United States takes pride in presenting the Silver Star Medal 
(Posthumously) to Harold D. Tatum (1102779), Gunnery Sergeant, U.S. Marine 
Corps, for conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in action while serving with 
Company B, 3d Tank Battalion, 3d Marine Division (Rein.), FMF, in connection with
combat operations against the enemy in the Republic of Vietnam on September 
10, 1967. By his courage, aggressive fighting spirit and steadfast devotion to duty
in the face of extreme personal danger, Gunnery Sergeant Tatum upheld the 
highest traditions of the Marine Corps and the United States Naval Service. He 
gallantly gave his life for his country.
Home Town: Sandy Springs, Georgia

James Clair Wilson
Private First Class

B CO, 3rd TANK BN, 3rd MARDIV, III MAF
United States Marine Corps

Choctaw, Oklahoma
April 01, 1949 to September 10, 1967

JAMES C WILSON is on the Wall at Panel 26E, Line 54
See the full profile or name rubbing for James Wilson 

Gary Edward Young
Corporal

B CO, 3rd TANK BN, 3rd MARDIV, III MAF
United States Marine Corps

Waynesburg, Kentucky
April 04, 1946 to September 20, 1967
(Incident Date September 10, 1967)

http://www.virtualwall.org/dw/WilsonJC02a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dw/WilsonJC02a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dw/WilsonJC02a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dt/TatumHD01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dt/TatumHD01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dt/TatumHD01a.htm


GARY E YOUNG is on the Wall at Panel 26E, Line 98
See the full profile or name rubbing for Gary Young 

Leroy Davis, Jr
Sergeant

A CO, 3rd ANTITANK BN, 3rd MARDIV, III MAF
United States Marine Corps

Detroit, Michigan
October 07, 1944 to September 10, 1967

LEROY DAVIS Jr is on the Wall at Panel 26E, Line 44
See the full profile or name rubbing for Leroy Davis 

Jimmy Darrell Williams
Private First Class

B CO, 3rd TANK BN, 3rd MARDIV, III MAF
United States Marine Corps
Williamston, North Carolina

July 14, 1942 to September 10, 1967
JIMMY D WILLIAMS is on the Wall at Panel 26E, Line 54
See the full profile or name rubbing for Jimmy Williams 

11 September 1967: At 111320H VTR H-53 and tank A-35 were pulled into river when LCU 
lost its mooring while trying to beach at ramp north of Dong Ha turnoff.  Both vehicles were 
submerged in 2 1/2 fathoms of water.

At 111330H a Company “C” tank at (YD 548282) received three rounds small arms 
sniper fire from (YD 533294).  The tank returned fire with three 90 millimeter HE rounds and 
750 .30 caliber rounds with inconclusive results.

12 September 1967: At 120545H Company “A” position at (YD 145672) received 50 60mm 
mortar rounds from unknown enemy coordinates.  Results of the attack were two USMC WIA 
(med-evac).

At 121250H a Company “A” tank position at (YD 237584) received seven rounds of 
enemy artillery from unknown site.  Results of attack were negative.

At 121115H Company “A” C.P. at (YD 116701) received artillery rounds from unknown 
enemy coordinated.  Results of attack was one USMC WIA (non-medevac).

15 September 1967:     At 151545H a Company “C” tank at (YD 548282) expended fire 90mm 
HE rounds at enemy artillery site at (YD 575246).  Result of the mission was one enemy KIA 
(probable).

16 September 1967: At 160230H a Company “A” tank at (YD 116701) received mission 
against enemy machine gun site.  Tank expended 500 .30 caliber rounds; machine gun fire 
ceased.  

http://www.virtualwall.org/dw/WilliamsJD01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dw/WilliamsJD01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dw/WilliamsJD01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dd/DavisLx02a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dd/DavisLx02a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dd/DavisLx02a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dy/YoungGE01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dy/YoungGE01a.htm
http://www.virtualwall.org/dy/YoungGE01a.htm


22 September 1967: At 221130H in vicinity of (YD 807642), two Company “A” tanks 
detonated anti-tank mines.  The mines were within 50 feet of each other and weighed about 30 
pounds each.  Result of incident was light damage to both tanks.

Herman John Baer
Corporal

C CO, 3rd ANTITANK BN, 3rd MARDIV
United States Marine Corps

Hopkins, Minnesota
07 June 1944 - 22 September 1967

Panel 26E, Line 110 

24 September 1967:  From 241100H to 241505H Company “C” attempted to extract mired tanks
at (YD 549282).  The mission was not accomplished.  

At 242130H Company “B” tanks at (XD 979599) conducted an H&I mission against 
suspected enemy position (XD 973614).  Tanks expended 24 rounds 90mm HE, resulting in 
secondary explosions. 

25 September 1967: At 250800H Company “A” C.P. at (YD 116701) received artillery from 
unknown enemy coordinates.  Result of attack was one UCMS WIA (non-serious, medevac).

26 September 1967: At 260800H a Company “A” tank at (YD 116701) conducted a counter-
mortar mission.  Tank expended 14 90mm HE rounds, resulting in one battery destroyed 
(probable).  

September 1968 

Third Tanks 
Commanding Officer: LtCol G.E. Kayward 
Executive Officer: Maj C.J. Samuelsen 
Operations Officer: Maj J.P. Souders 
Logistics Officer: Capt C.W. Reinke 
Location & Operations Summary: Quang Tri

SEQUENTIAL LISTING OF EVENTS

1 September 1968:   B Co. Reports that an NVA force of unknown size attacked the Khe Gio 
Bridge on 0103001Sept68.  Ontos A 12 was in support of 6/2/3 in defense of the 

bridge   and fired 18 rounds of HEPT, 3500 rounds of 30 cal, 200 rounds of 50cal, and 
threw 10 grenades.  While only sustaining one WIA (minor), they were credited with 1 KIA.



2 September 1968:   MED-CAP conducted in the Quang Tri area, treating 40 children and 5 
adults.

6 September 1968: B14 fired 12 rounds of H.E. at suspected enemy sighted by 1st Bn, 4th 
Marines at Ca Lu.

7 September 1968: C12 in support of the 1st AmTrac Bn at Oceanview, spotted 3 NVA on 
beach fishing with nets.  Fired 2 rounds of 90mm canister.  Two NVA made it to the 
treeline, one NVA KIA.

9 September 1968: MED-CAP conducted in the Quang Tri area, treating 25 children and 5 
adults.

10 September 1968: C15 and C14, in support of the 1st AmTrac Bn at Oceanview, observed 8 
NVA in the open and fire 12 90mm H.E. and 25 beehive.  Crews credited with 6 NVA 
KIA’s.

13 September 1968: MED-CAP conducted in the Quang Tri area, treating 20 children and 15 
adults.

13 September 1968: A22 hit a mine and sustained damage to one road wheel arm and two 
road wheels while operation with the 2nd Regt, 1st ARVN Div.  North of A-1. 

13 September 1968: The 1st and 2nd Platoons of A Co. operating with the 2nd Regt, 1st ARVN 
Div. north of A-1 were credited with 73 NVA KIA’s (c) and one 57mm   Recoilless Rifle 
destroyed.

16 September 1968: C Co. 5-ton truck hit an Anti-tank mine and was damaged at My Loc.  
The driver and passenger were both severely wounded.

17 September 1968: C14 in support of the 1st AmTrac Bn at Oceanview, fired at enemy 
bunkers and fortified positions with unknown results.

17 September 1968: MED-CAP conducted in the Quang Tri area, treating 37 children and 13 
adults.

18 September 1968: C14 in support of the 1st AmTrac Bn at Oceanview, fired 3 90mm 
canister rounds at 7-10 NVA in open with unknown results.

19 September 1968: B41 and B23 in support of the 12th Marines at Camp Carroll fired on 
suspected enemy positions with unknown results.  

21 September 1968: MED-CAP was conducted in the Quang Tri area, treating 32 children and 
13 adults.



22 September 1968: The Tank Battalion received 21 M151 jeeps from FLC.

22 September 1968: C21 and C22 in support of 1st AmTrac Bn, operation with the Popular 
Forces southwest of Cua Viet, were used as blocking force during Cordon and search 
mission.

24 September 1968 MED-CAP conducted in the Cam Lo District treating 50 children 
and 25: adults.

24 September 1968: MED-CAP was conducted in the Quang Tri area, treating 30 children and 
4 adults.

26 September 1968: C Co, in support of the 1st AmTrac Bn at My Loc, night ambush observed 
3 NVA moving NW, called in artillery mission with unknown results.

26 September 1968: Received one M48A3 tank as T/E deficiency, replacing A54.

27 September 1968: Anti-tank platoon in support of the 1st AmTrac Bn at MAI XA THI, spotted
5 NVA outside perimeter wire.  Fired 5 Beehive rounds from a ground mounted 106RR.  
Credited with 1 NVA KIA.

27 September 1968: MED-CAP was conducted in the Quang Tri area, treating 50 children and 
14 adults.

28 September 1968: MED-CAP was conducted in the Cam Lo District, treating 112 children 
and 94 adults.

30 September 1968: MED-CAP was conducted in the Quang Tri area, treating 18 children and 
4 adults.

30 September 1968: Received one M48A3 Tank as T/E deficiency replacing A55.
30 September 1968: B14, F23, in support of the 4th Marines fired to clear suspected enemy 

positions and caves.  B14 fired 20 90mm H.E. and F23 fired one load with unknown      
results.  

H&S Company C.O.: Capt G.D. Ruhbily 
Location & Operations Summary: Quang Tri

Battalion Headquarters.  The Battalion Headquarters continued to defend its assigned sector of 
Quang Tri Combat Base employing ambushes, patrols, and listening posts in front of the 
positions on the perimeter.

On 20 September, a five (5) man listening post from the Battalion engaged in a fire fight 
with an estimated 5-8 NVA/VC.  The engagement lasted approximately one (1) hour.  The LP 
suffered one (1) WIA (minor).  

C.O. Company “A”: Capt R.J. Patterson 
Location & Operations Summary: Dong Ha



Company A.  Company A remained in general support of the 3d Marine Division, and continues 
to operate from Dong Ha.  During the month of September, Company A supported the 2nd ARVN 
Regiment, the 3d Recon Battalion, and the 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Mech).  
Operations were conducted in the Napoleon/Saline and Kentucky AO’s and the Demilitarized 
Zone.  

On 13 September, Company A (-) (Rein) participated in Operation Lam Son 263 with the 
2nd ARVN Regiment.  Moving into the DMZ in the morning, Company A provided a base of fire 
for the ARVN infantry.  Contact with the enemy initially was at extremely close range, and the 
tanks used machine gun, as well as main gun fire, to break through the enemy defenses and reach
their objective.  Heavy damage was inflicted on the enemy by the tanks, who were credited with 
73 NVA KIA’s (C); while only suffering one minor WIA.  One tank, A22 was disabled by a mine.

On 19 September, one (1) platoon, reinforced by two (2) flame tanks operated to the  
south of Quang Tri Combat Base in support of the 3d Recon Battalion.  Teamed up with M/3/3 
the tanks provided fire support and an armored reaction force for the infantry company.

On 27 September, four (4) tanks from Company A were sent to Cam Lo District 
Headquarters to provide security for the Headquarters.  Working with elements of the Regional 
Forces and U.S. Army forces, the four (4) tanks remain at Cam Lo at the end of September.  

C.O.'s Company “B”: 1stLt J.T. Miller 
Location & Operations Summary: Camp J.J. Carroll

Company B.  Company B operated in the Lancaster and Scotland II areas in direct 
support of the 3d and 4th Marine Regiments with direct fire missions at suspected 
enemy positions and movement.

Company B engaged in a combined arms/PSYOPS effort with the 1st Battalion, 
3d Marines at the Razorback.  The operation began the last of August, and was 
terminated on 1 September.  With seven (7) tanks, and two (2) ontos, the caves which 
cover the Razorback, and are capable of providing cover and concealment for large 
numbers of enemy troops, were subjected to heavy 90 and 106mm fire.

On the night of 8 September B14, in support of the 1st Battalion, 3d Marines, 
fired at enemy troops who were using flashlights in the vicinity of Ca Lu.

C.O. Company “C”: Capt L.C. Kutchma 
Location & Operations Summary: Hai Xa Tei

Company C.  Company C operated in the Napoleon/Saline Area of operation, in direct support of
the 1st AmTrac Battalion.

The tanks were located in static positions at MAI XA THI, MY LOC, C4, and Oceanview.



Because of the lack of infantry units in the AO, the “tankers” are conducting their own 
day and night foot patrols, ambushes, observation, and listening posts. 

The tanks at Oceanview fired at numerous NVA, detected by Night Observation Devices 
and Radar, along the beach and the coastal sand dunes, the results of most of these were 
unknown.  On 10 September, they saw nine (9) NVA in the sand dunes just below the DMZ, and 
took them under fire.  This resulted in six (6) confirmed NVA KIA.  The total confirmed NVA kills 
credited to Company C for the month was seven (7).

An M54A2C truck from Company C hit a mine on 16 September.  The truck was damaged
and is a suspected loss.  The two (2) occupants were both wounded and MEDEVAC.

On 20 September, a light tank section, C21 and C22 provided a blocking force for 
Popular Force troops and the 2nd platoon Company A, 1st AmTrac Battalion, during a sweep 
operation south of the Cua Viet River.

C.O. Company “A”, 3rdATBn: 1stLt F. Gypin Jr. 
Location & Operations Summary: Quang Tri

Company A, 3d Anti-Tanks.  Company A continued to operate vehicles throughout the Division 
Area.  Two (2) platoons, both OPCON to Company B, 3d Tanks, were split with one platoon each
in direct support of the 3d and 4th Marines.  The 4th platoon, OPCON to Company C, 3d Tanks, 
is in direct support of the 1st AmTrac Battalion.  The remaining platoon is in general support of 
the Division.

On 1 September, A12 engaged an unknown size enemy force at Kho Gio Bridge with recoilless 
rifles, machinegun and grenades.  During this fight, the ontos was credited with one (1) 
confirmed kill, while suffering one (1) non-evac wounded.  

At MAI XA THI on 27 September, two (2) dismounted 106 Recoilless Rifles, manned by crews 
from the 4th platoon fired on five (5) NVA outside the perimeter wire. During this engagement, 
the crews were credited with one (1) KIA (confirmed).   

September 1969 

Third Tanks 
Commanding Officers: Maj R.G. Kennedy & LtCol W.S. Rump 
Executive Officer: Maj H.L. Bauknight 
Operations Officers: Maj H.L. Bauknight & Capt L.V. Yanda 
Logistics Officer: Capt M.H. Collier 
Location & Operations Summary: Quang Tri

During the month of September, the battalion deployed as follows:
3d Tank Battalion G/S 3d Marine Division 1-30Sep69

Company A (Rein) D/S 1st Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech) 1-5   Sep69
     (-) D/S 4th Marine Regiment 6-30Sep69



Platoon D/S 3rd Marine Regiment 6-30Sep69
Company B (Rein) D/S 4th Marine Regiment 1-5   Sep69
                    (-) D/S 3d Marine Division 6-30Sep69
Platoon D/S Dong Ha Base Coordinator 6-30Sep69

H&S Company C.O.: Capt R.J. Paterson 
Location & Operations Summary: Quang Tri 

3d Tank Battalion continued providing active defense of it’s sector (KILO) within the QT 
OB utilizing patrols, ambushes, IO’s and in addition to manning perimeter bunkers.

C.O.'s Company “A” (Rein): Capt M.C. Wunsch & 1stLt D.J. Ralston 
Location & Operations Summary: C-2 & Quang Tri 

a. Company A (Rein)
Company A remained in direct support of 1st Bde., 5th Infantry Division (Mech) until 5 

September, during this period, the company provided security for C2.  On 6 September, Company
A (-) was placed in direct support of the 4th Marine Regiment operating from Vandegrift Combat
Base; one (1) platoon was put in direct support of 3d Marine Regiment operating from Elliot 
Combat Base.  As the month closed, Company A units continued providing security and H&I 
fires from VCB and ECB respectively.  
 
C.O. Company “B” (Rein): 1stLt W.J. Davis 
Location & Operations Summary: Vinh Dai

b.  Company B (Rein)
Company B remained in direct support of 4th Marine Regiment until 5 September, during 

this period the company provided security for Vandegrift Combat Base.  On 6 September, 
Company B (-), operating from Vinh Dai, was placed in direct support of 3d Marine Division; 
one (1) platoon was put in direct support of Dong Ha Base Coordinator.  As the month closed, 
Company B units continued providing security and H&I fires from Vinh Dai and Dong Ha 
Combat Base.

September 1965 

Third Antitanks 
Commanding Officer: LtCol B.A. Heflin 
Executive Officer: Maj's E.E. Brooks 
Location & Operations Summary: (AT 987711)

1.  Organizational Data, including attachments:

a.  Designation/Locations

(1) Headquarters and Service Company (-)(Command Group)(DaNang TAOR)
(a) Company “A” (-) (Rein)(DaNang TAOR)



       Third Platoon, Company “A” (Hue Phu Bai TAOR)
Note: Company “A”’s 2nd Platoon attached to the SLF BLT 2/1 was conducting Dagger 
Thrust Amphibious Raids along the South Vietnam’s coast. See Above.

(b)  Company “B” (Rein) (Chu Lai TAOR)
(c)  Company “C” (Rein) (DaNang TAOR)
(d)  Company “C” (-) (Rein) 1st At Bn. (Chu Lai TAOR)

                      Second Platoon, Co. “C”, 1st AT Bn.  (Qui Nhon Headquarters, Field
Forces, Vietnam)

b.  Period covered by report 1 Sep – 30 Sep 65

c.  Name/Rank of Commanding Officer and Staff or principle subordinates, including T/O Billet 
assignments.

Battalion Headquarters

Commanding Officer LtCol. Bruce A. HEFLIN
Executive Officer Capt. Orville R.  EDMONSON
S-1/Adj WO-1 Gunther DOHSE
S-2 Capt. V.A. VERNAY
S-3 Capt. V.A. VERNAY
S-3A Unassigned
S-4 Capt. Stanley R. STEWART
Liaison Officer Unassigned
Supply Officer 1stLt. Avelino ANDAZOLA
Motor Transport Officer 1stLt. Daniel L. TAYLOR
Ordnance Officer 1stLT. Brian H MATHERS
Communications Officer MGySgt. Robert J. DUNN
Medical Officer Unassigned
Headquarters and Service Company
Commandant 1stLt. Christopher J. ROONEY
Company “A”
Commanding Officer Capt. Karl E. SHARF
Executive Officer Unassigned
1st Platoon Commander 2ndLt. P.F. McALEER
2nd Platoon Commander 1stLt. D.B. BOUSE
3d Platoon Commander 2ndLt. R.H. JAROCH
Company “B”
Commanding Officer 1stLt. M.H. CHANG
Executive Officer Unassigned
1st Platoon Commander 1stLt. J.T. MATHEWS
2nd Platoon Commander 1stLT. W.J. Maher, Jr.
3d Platoon Commander 1stLt. J.J. McCOY

Company “C”
Commanding Officer 1stLt. Andrew G. ANDERSON II



Executive Officer Unassigned
1st Platoon Commander SSgt.  W.G. GOUTHRO
2nd Platoon Commander 2ndLt.  E.M. MILLER
3d Platoon Commander SGT. L.D. WERRE

Company “C”, 1st AT Bn.  
Commanding Officer 1stLt. William F. SNYDER
Executive Officer Unassigned
1st Platoon Commander 1stLt.  H.J. CONNOLLY
2nd Platoon Commander 2ndLt.  H.T. SCHMIT
3d Platoon Commander 2ndLt.  M.M. WOOD

Operations On One September the Battalion was deployed as 

(1) Antitank Battalion (-) (Rein) in general support of the Third Marine Division.

(a) H&S Co, (-) (Command Group) located DaNang TAOR (AT 987711)

(b)       Company “A” (-) (Rein) in direct support of the 3d Marine Regiment
  1st Platoon Co. “A” in direct support of the 1st Battalion , 1st Marines
  2nd Platoon Co. “A” in direct support of the 2nd Battalion, 3d Marines
 3d Platoon Co. “A” attached to the 3d Battalion, 4th Marines 

(c)  Company “B” (Rein) attached to the 4th Marine Regiment
1st platoon Co. “B” in direct support of the 1st Battalion, 4th Marines
2nd platoon Co. “B” in direct support of the 2nd Battalion, 4th Marines
3d platoon Co. “B” in direct support of the 3d Battalion, 3d Marines. 

(d) Company “C” (Rein) in direct support of the 9th Marine Regiment
1st platoon Co. “C” in direct support of the 1st Battalion, 9th Marines.
2nd platoon Co. “C” in direct support of the 9th Marines (-)
3d platoon Co. “C” in direct support of the 9th Marines (-)

(e) Company “C” (-) (Rein) 1st Antitank Battalion attached to the 7th Marine 
Regiment, (-).

1st platoon CO. “C” in direct support of the 1st Battalion, 7th Marines.
2nd platoon Co. “C” attached to the 2nd Battalion, 7th Marines.
3d platoon Co. “C” in direct support of the 3d Battalion, 7th Marines. 

(3)  DaNang Enclave. H&S Company (-) (AT 987711) improved defensive positions and started 
construction of camp cantonment.  The company conducted a search and clear operation in the 
village of Ten Bac (AT 989701) on 9 September and again on 21 September.  On 25 September 
H&S Company in conjunction with H&S Company 1st Amtrac Battalion conducted an 
amphibious river reconnaissance of the Song Cau Do River.  On 28 September members of H&S 
Company supported by a blocking force from 3d Tank Battalion, two LVTP-5’s from 1st Am Trac 
Battalion and 13 RF/PF Vietnamese from the Hoa Cam Training Center conducted a search and 



clear operation through the villages of Cam Hoa and Ten Bac.  Eight VCS were turned over to 
the Security Officer at Hoa Cam Training Center, 7 were released, one VCS was detained for 
further questioning.  It is significant to note that cooperation between US Marines, YS Army 
Advisors and Vietnamese were excellent, each agreeing that continued work along these lines 
was necessary.

Company “A” (-) (Rein).   1st platoon conducted road reconnaissance South of 1st 
Battalion, 1st Marine C.P and supported the 1st Marines move South to hill 41 (AT 934663) and 
hill 22 (AT 953667).  The 1st platoon also provided Battalion C.P. and perimeter security during 
the reporting period.  The second platoon remained in a static position with one light section 
supporting Company “E” 2nd Battalion, 3d Marines at Le My and a heavy section at the 
Battalion C.P. as night perimeter security/reaction force.  The light section at Le My supported 
operation Harvest Moon (rice harvest protection at Le My).  The 3d platoon remained attached 
to the 3d Battalion, 4th marines at Hue Phu Bai they were assigned night perimeter security, and
expended 89 major caliber rounds H&I fire on 12 September in (GS 8708).  

Company “C” (Rein).    1st platoon in direct support of the 1st Battalion, 9th Marines 
operated in the Tra Khe complex (2000 meters South West of Marble Mountain) while in support 
of the 1st Battalion, 9th Marines operation.  They expended 1400 rounds of 30 caliber 
machinegun ammunition and 225 rounds of sub machinegun ammunition.  On 9 September the 
1st platoon supported the 1st Battalion, 9th Marines in a search and clear operation South of 
Marble Mountain with negative results.  The platoon was assigned an additional mission of night
perimeter security.  On 23 September they supported a sweep and clear operation in the vicinity 
of Man Quan (BT 045685) with negative results.  The 2nd platoon supported the 2nd Battalion, 
9th Marines.  They acted as a covering force for resupply columns and participated in 
Ontos/infantry patrols.  They provided night time perimeter security/reaction force.  

September 1966 

Third Antitanks 
Commanding Officer: Maj D.E. Newton 
Executive Officer: Capt D.C. Satcher 
Operations Officers: WO C.C. Harris 
Logistics Officer: Capt D.C. Satcher 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang (AT 987711)

H&S Company C.O.: 1stLt D.K. Caswell 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang (AT 987711)

(a) H&S Co (Bn CP) (DANANG TAOR) 
(b) Company “A” in direct support of 2nd Bn, 3d Marine Regiment (DANANG TAOR).

(a) H&S Company During the month of September, the Company continued the 
normal functions of providing administrative and logistical support for the ONTOS companies.  



The reaction force continued to conduct ambushes and patrols within the Battalion’s Patrol area 
of responsibility.  Two sweeps of the YEN BAC Village Complex were made during the month 
acting on information received from the villagers of possible VC activity, with negative results.  
Work on the improvement of the CP defensive perimeter continued.

 C.O. Company “A”(-)(Rein): Capt A.A. Compton 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang TAOR

Company A (-) (Rein) 1st ATBn (OPCON 3d ATBn) in direct support of the 1st Marine Regiment 
(DANANG TAOR).
1st Plt Co “A” in direct support of the 3d Bn, 1st Marines.
3d Plt Co “A”   in direct support of the 1st Bn, 1st Marines.
1st Plt Co “C”  3d ATBn in direct support of the 2nd Bn, 1st Marines.

(b) Company “A” continued in direct support of the 3d Marine Division.  The First 
Platoon remained in direct support of the 2nd Bn, 3d marines.  The heavy section was located on
Hill “65” in support of F/2/3.  The light section was located in support of G/2/3.  There was no 
enemy contact nor direct fire missions for this period; however, this platoon expended 1416 
major rounds (106mm recoilless rifle HEP-T) on H&I fire missions with unknown results.  The 
Second Platoon remained in support of the 1st Bn, 3d Marines for the entire period with the 
heavy section supporting A/1/3 at AI VAN Pass and Hill “358” and the light section in support of
D/1/3 at positions near LE MY.

On 17 Sep seven major rounds were fired at suspected enemy movement from LE MY with 
undetermined results.  This platoon expended a total of 2060 major rounds on H&I fire missions 
with unknown results.  The Third Platoon continued in support of the 2nd Bn, 26th Marines with 
a light section on hill “20” in support of G/2/26.  816 Cal 30 MG rounds were fired at suspected 
VC positions from hill “20” on 8 Sep with undetermined results.  This section supported a two 
day platoon patrol with a G/2/26 platoon on 26 and 27 Sept.  ONTOS on this patrol fired fifty 
Cal 30 MG rounds at VC snipers on 26 Sep with undetermined results.  The Third Platoon heavy 
section continued to support F/2/26 on hills “22 and “41” with a single ONTOS on each hill.  
The third ONTOS from the heavy section remained at the platoon CP in support of H/2/26.  This 
platoon fired a total of 731 major rounds on H&I fire missions during the month.  

C.O. Company “B”: 1stLt S.L. Camby 
Location & Operations Summary: Phu Bai TAOR

Company “B” in direct support of the 4th marine Regiment.  (PHU BAI TAOR)
1st Plt Co “B” in direct support of the 2nd Bn, 9th Marines.
2nd Plt Co “B” in direct support of the 4th Marines, (Fwd).
3d Plt Co “B” in direct support of the 3d Bn, 4th Marines

(a) Company “B” continued to support the Fourth Marine Regiment.  The First 
Platoon operated in two sections.  The heavy section in support of G/2/9, and the light section in 
support of H/2/9.  Both sections accompanied patrols and mine sweep teams and maintained 
security/reaction forces for their combat bases as well as providing blocking forces for infantry 



sweeps.  On 11 Sep the heavy section was dispatched to assist G/2/9; however, the VC broke 
contact when the ONTOS arrived on the scene.  From 12 Sep through 20 Sep the platoon 
remained in defensive positions with 2/9.  On 20 Sep the 1st platoon returned to the company CP 
where they were positioned in defense until 29 Sep when they moved into security positions for 
artillery.  There was no further contact during this period.  The Second Platoon continued in 
direct support of the Fourth Marine Regiment (Forward) with defensive positions at DONG HA. 
A light section provided security for Montagnard tribesmen clearing likely ambush sites along 
route 9 until 15 Sep.  The heavy section maintained defensive positions for artillery positions 
near Cam Lo until 29 Sep when it conducted a patrol in support of 2/9.  On 30 Sep the light 
section displaced to the “rock pile” (YD 979568) in support of 2/0.  The Third Platoon continued
in support of 3/4 on Operation PAWNEE through 6 Sep and returned to the “B” Co CP at the 
end of the operation.  On 8 Sep Operation PAWNEE II continued.  On this operation the platoon 
occupied CP security positions at night and conducted patrols during the daylight.  Operation 
PAWNEE II ended on 14 Sep and the third platoon returned to the CO CP where it was put in 
support of 2/9 defensive perimeter, with additional task of accompanying infantry sweeps.  On 23
Sep the light section on a patrol with R/2/9 sand one VC sampan.  On 25 Sep while on a sweep 
near hill “163” (YD 799109) ONTOS received sniper fire and returned five major rounds which 
silenced the VC sniper fire.  The month ended with the third platoon ONTOS at the Company CP 
defensive positions.  

C.O. Company “C”(-): Capt S.T. Flynn 
Location & Operations Summary: Phu Bai TAOR
Company “C” (-) in direct support of the 9th Marine Regiment (DANANG TAOR)
2nd Plt Co “C” (-) in direct support of the 3d Bn, 9th Marines.
3d Plt Co “C” (-) in direct support of the 1st Bn, 9th Marines.

(c) Company “C” (-) continued in direct support of the 9th Marine regiment with the 
First Platoon OPCON of Co “A” (-) (Rein) 1st ATBn, (OPCON 3d ATBn).  The Second Platoon 
continued in support of the 3d Bn, 9th Marines providing security for engineers working on 
highway 14.  On the 2nd of Sep while supporting I/3/9 on a sweep, ONTOS received VC sniper 
fire, and returned 13 major rounds (106mm Recoilless Rifle HEP-T) and four Cal 50 spotter 
rounds which resulted in three VC KIA (Prob) and two VC WIA (Prob).  On 3 Sept ONTOS were 
used to resupply I/3/9 and continued on sweep.  Sweep was ambushed by estimated VC company 
which resulted in one USMC WIA (med-evac) and one Cal 30 MG damaged.  ONTOS returned 
15 major rounds and 12 Cal 50 spotter rounds with eight VC KIA (Prob) and six VC WIA (Prob).
On 5 Sep, in support of I/3/9 and L/3/9, ONTOS were ambushed by VC.  One ONTOS damaged 
extensively and three USMC WIA (two MEDEVAC).  ONTOS returned 16 major rounds and 1100
Cal 30 MG rounds with undetermined results.  For the remainder of this period the 2nd Platoon 
continued in support of 3/9 by providing security in defensive positions.  The Third Platoon 
commenced this period in support of the 1st Bn, 9th Marines with the light section supporting 
C/1/9.  On 3 Sep ONTOS in support of B/1/9 observed three VC and fired one major round plus 
four Cal 50 spotter rounds at them with undetermined results.  This section received 200 rounds 
automatic weapons fire from VC positions.  ONTOS returned fire with five major rounds and 
nine Cal 50 spotter rounds with undetermined results.  The light section in support of B/1/9 on 8 
Sep expended 15 Cal 45 MG rounds at suspected VC positions with undetermined results.  The 
Third Platoon continued in positions supporting 1/9 until 18 Sep when they were chopped to BLT



1/9.  On 27 Sep the First Platoon Company “A” 5th ATBn was chopped from BLT 1/26, into 
defensive positions in support of the 1st Bn, 26th Marines where they remained throughout the 
reporting period.

C.O.s Company “A” (-)(Rein), 1st ATBn (OpCon #rd ATBn): Capts G.R. Van Horn & 
D.M. Hutson 
Location & Operations Summary: DaNang TAOR

(d) Company “A” (-)  (Rein) 1st ATBn (OPCON 3d ATBn) continued in direct 
support of the 1st Marine Regiment.  The First Platoon commenced this period with only a heavy
section in the DANANG TAOR in support of K/3/1; however, the light section arrived from CHU 
LAI on 5 Sep and assumed position in the support of K/3/1.  There was no enemy contact until 18
Sep when 11 major rounds were fired at VC sniper positions with one VC KIA (Conf).  This 
platoon occupied defensive positions with K/3/1 until 18 Sep when two ONTOS were dispatched 
to secure a MEDEVAC site for a squad from K/3/1.  ONTOS fired 11 major rounds at VC 
positions, VC fired ceased, and the MEDEVAC was accomplished.  On 22 Sep two ONTOS were 
dispatched to support an ambush patrol from K/3/1.  These ONTOS fired 32 major rounds which 
silenced VC fire though enemy casualties were not determined.  On 23 Sep ONTOS fire eight 
major rounds at suspected VC ambush positions with unknown results. On 24 Sept ONTOS fired 
17 major rounds at VC positions in support of a platoon from K/3/1.  VC fired ceased.  Again on 
27 Sep ONTOS expended one major round at a VC sniper.  Sniper fire ceased.  On 28 Sep 
ONTOS fired four major rounds at VC ambush with a resultant cessation of enemy fire.  On 29 
Sep ONTOS were dispatched to secure a MEDEVAC site for K/3/1.  Twelve major rounds were 
expended at VC positions, which caused VC to terminate their attack.  Also on 29 Sep two 
ONTOS were sent to a VC ambush site and fired twelve major rounds, destroying three houses 
from which VC were firing.  No confirmed VC casualties.  During this period the 1st platoon 
fired 97 major rounds on H&I fire missions with undetermined results.  The Second Platoon 
remained at CHU LAI under OPCON 1st ATBn during this entire period.  The Third Platoon 
commenced this period in the support of the 1st Bn, 1st Marines with the mission of patrolling a 
beach with C/1/1.  On 3 Sep ONTOS fired 12 Cal 50 spotter rounds and one major round at six 
fishing boats which fled at approach of ONTOS.   Also on 3 Sep one major round was fired at VC
sniper positions with undetermined results.  On 9 Sep while in support of a squad sized patrol, 
ONTOS A-35 hit a mine, believed to be a 155mm shell.  The ONTOS was badly damaged and 
three crewmen received slight wounds.  They were treated and returned to duty.  Still escorting 
C/1/1, ONTOS A-34 struck a VC mine estimated at over 100 lbs of explosive.  The ONTOS was 
destroyed and one crewmen KIA plus the other two WIA (MEDEVAC).  From 22-28 Sep this 
platoon assumed blocking positions in support of C/1/1 with no enemy contact.  There was no 
enemy contact for the remainder of this period.  First Platoon Co “C” 3d ATBn OPCON Co “A”
(-) (Rein) 1st ATBn  (OPCON 3d ATBn)  began this period in support of the 2nd Bn, 1st Marines.
On 1 Sep ONTOS C-14 was submerged while trying to cross a stream.  The vehicle was retrieved
and coded R-4.  On 4.5 and 7 Sep while in support of H/2/1 ONTOS fired 1700 Cal 30 MG 
rounds at sniper positions with undetermined results.  ONTOS fired six major rounds at VC 
snipers located in a house on 12 Sep.  The house was destroyed by no confirmation of VC 
casualties was made.  On 13 Sep ONTOS received several rounds of VC sniper fire.  Seven 
hundred Cal 30 MG rounds were returned with negative results.  Continuing in support of H/2/1 
an ONTOS Commander was WIA (MEDEVAC) by VC sniper fire.  Fire was returned with six 



major rounds and 700 Cal 30 MG rounds with unknown results.  On 22,24,26 Sep ONTOS fired 
six major rounds and 1680 Cal 30 MG rounds at VC sniper positions destroying two houses.  VC
casualties undetermined.  There was no further contact during this period.

Marine Corps Amphibious Action in Vietnam.

“Amphibious doctrine was another sensitive area and required extensive cooperation
between the Marines and the other services. Lieutenant Colonel Peter L. Hilgartner,
who served with the Seventh Fleet Special Landing Forces as well as on staff positions
at  Headquarters  Marine  Corps  and  the  Pacific  Fleet,  discusses  the  application  of
amphibious doctrine to the Vietnam War. He concludes that the doctrine as outlined in
NWP-22B/LFM-01,  Doctrine  for  Amphibious  Operations,  proved  adequate  for  the
Vietnamese situation although requiring certain modifications; the major one being that
ComUSMACV was "accorded extensive control and . . . allowed to prescribe virtually
every important aspect of the employment of amphibious forces, from specifying the
mission to delineating the characteristics of the amphibious objective area ."

AMPHIBIOUS DOCTRINE in VIETNAM: What Marines Should Talk to
Each Other About 

By LtCol P. L. Hilgartner

It's not hard to provoke a discussion of the pros and cons of our conduct of the war in
Vietnam. Most professional Marines have strong feelings on the subject. However, since
the bulk of our manpower (i .e. two divisions and one air wing) are committed to a land
campaign just south of the DMZ, professional discussions related to the amphibious
side of the war are less frequent. Many Marine officers of the 1960s appear
totally unfamiliar not only with the doctrine, but also with the execution of amphibious
operations. On the other hand, there are those who are familiar with our amphibious
operations in Vietnam, but because of their deep concern with the land campaign, have 
operations.  There  is  a  significant  parallel  to  be  drawn here.  With  respect  to  South
Vietnam, the situation which confronted our amphibious forces in the spring of 1965 was
not exactly the same . In fact it was unique. The enemy was not in full control of the
country, but did have control over some land areas. It could be said then, that while not
fully hostile with respect to amphibious forces, South Vietnam was certainly a "semi-
hostile" place. Another unique factor related to our amphibious effort in South Vietnam is
that prior to the commencement of amphibious operations in (September of) 1965, a
U.S.  ground  forces  commander,  COMUSMACV, was  established  ashore  in  South
Vietnam. He soon made clear his interest in the conduct of naval amphibious operations
in South Vietnam. This latter development was a matter of great concern to Navy and
Marine Pacific Fleet and Force commanders, and after much discussion back and forth,
an  agreement  by  the  Commander in  Chief,  U.S.  Pacific  Fleet  (CINCPACFLT) with
expressed some exasperation over the conduct of these amphibious operations. Some
of  this  criticism,  I  believe,  stems  from  a  lack  of  understanding  of  our  amphibious
doctrine  coupled  with  impatience  over  the  prosecution  of  the  war.  In  any  event,
amphibious warfare is a matter which I believe Marines should talk to each other about.



     Most Marines know that a basic rulebook for the conduct of amphibious warfare is a
publication known as the  Doctrine  for Amphibious  Operations.  This publication has
been agreed to by all of the services, including the Air Force in recent months. Marines
know this publication as LFM -01; the Navy calls it NWP-22B. Since many discussions
on amphibious operations involve Navy personnel, Marines should be conversant with
the Navy usage. This article refers to the Navy title. NWP-22B contains the doctrine
covering  the  planning  for  and  (the)  conduct  of  all  Navy/Marine  Corps,  joint,  and
combined amphibious operations. When first published it contained doctrine which was
particularly  well  suited  for  conducting  amphibious  operations  in  a  hostile  enemy
environment, such as existed during the island campaigns conducted by the Marine
Corps in WWII.
     The  war  in  Korea  did  not  highlight  any  unique  situations  which  challenged
amphibious doctrine. The major amphibious operations conducted there were executed
against  conventional  enemy forces in  control  of  the land mass in  the area of  such
COMUSMACV was reached in November of 1966. This document was officially entitled,
Agreement for U.S. Naval  Support Operations  in  RVN and will  be addressed in part
herein.
     The "Agreement" has had a significant impact on the amphibious doctrine contained
in NWP-22B. The matter has been of such concern to Pacific Fleet commanders that
several study groups have been convened on the subject. The latest study relating to
the  matter  of  the  conduct  of  amphibious  operations  in  Vietnam was  completed  by
CINCPACFLT  in  February  1968.  This  study  examined  methods  of  employment  of
amphibious  forces  in  Vietnam,  as  well  as  command  relationships  and  control
procedures . A detailed expose is not feasible for security reasons .
     Since March 1965, more than 50 amphibious operations have been conducted in
South Vietnam. Most of these have been conducted by a Seventh Fleet amphibious
force known as the Amphibious Ready Group/Special Landing Force (ARG/SLF). The
ARG/SLF was  created  in  1960  as  a  balanced,  versatile  contingency force  to  meet
requirements throughout the Pacific Command area of responsibility. While the mission
stands today, the predominant effort has been directed towards the current contingency
in South Vietnam.
     When planning for amphibious operations in Vietnam was first initiated, it was not
wholly obvious to the planners that the amphibious forces must consider the desires of
a friendly government and the military commander ashore. No one supposed that the
absolute authority of the Amphibious Task Force commander within the boundary of the
amphibious objective are a (AOA) would be questioned. However, this authority  was
questioned, and it  was pointed out that the land space within the defined AOA was
occupied to a large extent by innocent civilians loyal to the government of Vietnam and
there  were  certain  rules  to  ensure  their  safety.  Additionally,  the  authority  of  the
amphibious task force commander within the airspace of the amphibious objective area
was  questioned.  It  was  pointed  out  that  a  friendly  U.S.  commander  ashore  was
conducting air operations, the Vietnamese air force was conducting air operations, and
certain civilian air transportation agencies were continuing commercial  air operations
along the coast line of South Vietnam. This situation became even more complex to the
planners  when  the  question  of  security  was  posed.  Who  should  be  told  that  an
amphibious operation in a selected area of South Vietnam was forthcoming? As a point



it was observed that security leaks could occur if civilian aircraft agencies were directed
to deviate from their commercial  route for a period of time .  Soon it  would become
obvious  to  the  enemy  that  when  such  a  restriction  was  imposed,  an  amphibious
operation  would  be  forthcoming  in  the  area  where  the  commercial  air  route  was
established. Other related security problems can be visualized. Additionally, there was
the matter of naval support for the conduct of amphibious operations. The Commander
in Chief U.S. Pacific Fleet (CINCPACFLT) provides naval support (including amphibious
support)  as  requested by the  in-country unified  commander,  COMUSMACV. This  is
done in  accordance with  JCS Pub 2  and as  directed by the  overall  Pacific  unified
commander, CINCPAC. As a result of the CINCPACFLT/COMUSMACV Agreement and
over  three  years  of  experience,  many  of  the  steps  in  planning  and  conducting
amphibious  operations  in  South  Vietnam  have  become  routine  and  mechanical.
However, the planning sequence contained in NWP-22B is followed. The feasibility of
conducting amphibious operations in South Vietnam in support of COMUSMACV has
been  established.  The  Fleet  Commander  has  delegated  the  responsibility  for  the
amphibious operation to the Commander, U .S. Seventh Fleet, (COMSEVENTHFLT).
The "initiating directive" utilized today is in many respects a "canned" one, but it still
provides for  the establishment of  the amphibious task  force.  The initiating directive,
among  other  things,  still  assigns  the  necessary  forces  to  accomplish  the  mission
specified by COMUSMACV, defines the amphibious objective area in terms of sea, land,
and air space, and prescribes the command authority within the amphibious objective
area.  The  CINCPACFLT/COMUSMACV  Agreement  solves  most  of  the  command
relationships and coordination questions. However, those remaining
which relate to the size of friendly forces and nature of their activities and their direct or
indirect  participation  in  the  amphibious  operation,  are  resolved  through  established
coordinating procedures.
     From the standpoint of landing forces, four types of amphibious operations have
evolved from the amphibious experience thus far in Vietnam.

1.  An  amphibious  operation  in  which  the  landing  force  is  composed  of  all  FMF,
SEVENTHFLT forces. A principal example of the SEVENTHFLT Marine units has been
the Special Landing Force (SLF, which is part of the Ninth Marine Amphibious Brigade
(9th MAB) based in Okinawa (see figure 1). Operation DECKHOUSE ONE conducted in
June 1966, is an example of this type. BEAU CHARGER, conducted in May 1967 is
another.
2. An amphibious operation which is a part of an in-country operation (see figure 2). In
some operations conducted by the III MAF, forces were not embarked, and the entire
amphibious operation was executed by designated FMF, SEVENTHFLT Marine forces.
In these situations, it is not unusual for the amphibious operation to be terminated and
for operational control of the landing force to be chopped to the in-country commander
until the operation is over. Upon conclusion of these in-country operations, it is normal
for the amphibious operation to be resumed for the purpose of withdrawing the landing
force.  As  an  example,  the  SLF  reported  to  OPCON of  CG,  III  MAF  under  these
conditions during Operation BEAVER TRACK in July 1967, and returned to OPCON of
the Commander Amphibious Task Force (CATF) when the support requirement ceased.
This type is probably the most common.



3. An amphibious operation in which both in-country forces (i.e.,  III  MAF) and FMF,
SEVENTHFLT forces are embarked in amphibious task force shipping (see figure 3) .
Normally, the landing forces come from a single Marine command and are organized
from a command standpoint to execute amphibious operations. Again the situation in
the Western Pacific is unique, because there are FMF, SEVENTHFLT Marine forces,
and III Marine Amphibious Forces, who upon occasion have been combined to form the
landing force. One example occurred in Operatio DOUBLE EAGLE in January-February
1966 .
4. An amphibious operation in which the landing force is composed entirely of in-country
(i .e ., III MAF) forces (see figure 4) . Operation BLUE MARLIN, which took place in
November 1965, is an example of this type of operation. With the creation of a second
ARG/SLF in  April  1967 the  requirement  for  this  type operation  has been materially
reduced.
     That there are four types of amphibious operations which can be conducted in a
semi-hostile  environment  such  as  South  Vietnam  may  be  considered  academic  to
some, but knowledge of same is important to an appreciation of the impact this war and
the CINCPACFLT/COMUSMACV Agreement have had on naval amphibious doctrine.
In conducting these amphibious operations some exceptions or deviations are applied
to the amphibious doctrine contained in  NWP-22B.  For the most part  the deviations
have  been  related  to  the  command  and  control  authority  of  the  CATF  within  the
objective  area.  Amphibious  objective  areas  in  conventional  WWII  type  amphibious
operations tended to be described in terms of a geometric cylinder giving wide latitude
in terms of land, sea, and airspace. However, as has been stated, South Vietnam has
presented a different situation. Friendly forces and civilians are almost always in the
vicinity of the planned assault objective(s). Notification to civilian aircraft agencies that a
specified airspace along their normal flight route will be restricted to aircraft on certain
days might jeopardize the security of the operation. The AOA can be scribed so that
nearby friendly ground forces are excluded. A tunnel through the air space of sufficient
cube to permit uninterrupted flight by other friendly aircraft is often included.
     In our amphibious exercises at Camp Pendleton it has been necessary to do much
the same thing of providing airspace for unrestricted travel by commercial aircraft . The
difference  is  this:  At  Camp Pendleton this  procedure  has been "written  out"  of  the
problem as an exercise limitation. In South Vietnam, it is one of the CATF's command
and  control  problems.  In  my  opinion  it  constitutes  an  inroad  upon  the  amphibious
doctrine in NWP-22B and the authority of the CATF in the AOA. Another illustration of
the impact of the unique situation the war in Vietnam has had on naval amphibious
doctrine is this: The doctrine stipulates that the amphibious task force commander "will
exercise control, as prescribed in the initiating directive, over forces not a part of the
amphibious task force when such forces are operating within the amphibious objective
area . . . ." However, insofar as the situation in South Vietnam pertains, it has been
recognized that the CATF does not have control over South Vietnamese forces who
might happen to be inside the amphibious objective area. Therefore, close coordination
between  free  world  military  forces  and  Pacific  Fleet  naval  forces  has  become
paramount. The doctrine provides for a Commander Landing Force (CLF), and for his
authority and responsibility in the amphibious operation. In addressing the matter of who
commands the landing force, it has been determined that the commander having the



preponderance of landing force troops  will embark and be designated the CLF. If, for
example,  this  officer  happens  to  be  the  commander  of  the  III  MAF  troops,  then
operational control of the III MAF unit participating in the amphibious operation will pass
to the CATF. This operational control will be retained by the CATF until the landing force
is firmly established ashore and the amphibious operation is terminated.
     With all these facts before us, it is apparent that the events which have transpired in
South Vietnam during the past  three years have had an impact  on the amphibious
doctrine contained in NWP-22B/LFM-01. There are restrictions on the extent of the
CATF's  command and  control  of  the  close  air  and  naval  gunfire  support  which  he
provides the Commander Landing Force (CLF) within the amphibious objective area.
COMUSMACV has been accorded extensive control and has been allowed to prescribe
virtually  every  important  aspect  of  the  employment  of  amphibious  forces,  from
specifying the  mission  to  delineating the characteristics  of  the amphibious objective
area.  But  even in  the face of  all  of  this,  the doctrine for  amphibious operations as
contained  in  NWP-22B/LFM-01  has  proven  adequate.  But  the  situation  in  South
Vietnam has produced some new facets affecting the doctrine which are important
to Marines. The "old grey mare may not be what she used to be"; professional Marines
need to stay on top of matters relating to our "bread and
butter.”

LtCol Hilgartner served in the N-3 Division C1NCPACFLT Staff (1963 -66) performing
duties related to Amphibious forces and doctrine. A 1951 Naval Academy graduate, he
served as CO 1stBn 5th Marine for 10½ months (1966-67) in RVN prior to his current
assignment in the Plans and Programs Branch, G-3, HQMC.
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